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ABSTRACT
Though many philosophers and music theorists have admitted the signification of
the sublime in music as a possibility, the nature and mechanism of that signification has
not yet been treated at length with a methodology familiar to musicians or native to music
theory. Within this dissertation I have conducted a survey of the philosophy of the
sublime as understood by Edmund Burke (1729 – 1797), Immanuel Kant (1724 – 1804),
Friedrich Schiller (1759 – 1805), and Arthur Schopenhauer (1788 – 1860), with
references to other contemporary philosophers and writers. The broader influence of the
sublime in regards to German-speaking regions and certain musical composers was also
considered.
I then gathered from the above philosophers’ categories and definitions of the
sublime a constellation of objects, qualities, and emotional states associated with the
sublime. These functioned as signs or signifiers of the sublime, whose paths of
signification were considered or determined with use of semiotics and topic theory, with
reference to the work of Danuta Mirka, Raymond Monelle, and Leonard Ratner. Making
reference to score examples listed in the list of figures, I implemented these techniques in
analyses of Ludwig van Beethoven’s Sonata No. 30 in E Major, Op. 109 and Sonata No.
32 in C, Op. 111 as well as Franz Liszt’s “Mazeppa,” from the Études d’exécution
transcendante, “Funerailles” from Harmonies Poétiques et Religieuses III, S. 173, and
“Marche funèbre, En mémoire de Maximilian I, Empereur du Mexique” in from Années
de pèlerinage III, S.163.
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PREFACE

Bold, overhanging, and, as it were, threatening rocks; thunderclouds piled up in the sky,
moving with lightning flashes and thunder peals; volcanoes in all their violence of
destruction; hurricanes with their track of devastation; the boundless ocean in a state of
tumult; the lofty waterfall of a mighty river, and such like; these exhibit our faculty of
resistance as insignificantly small in comparison with their might.
—Immanuel Kant1
But if these very objects whose significant forms invite us to pure contemplation, have a
hostile relation to the human will in general. . . if, nevertheless, the beholder does not
direct his attention to this eminently hostile relation to his will, but. . . forcibly detaches
himself from his will and its relations, . . . comprehends only their Idea. . . so that he
lingers gladly over its contemplation, and is thereby raised above himself, his person, his
will, and all will:—in that case he is filled with the sense of the sublime, he is in the state
of spiritual exaltation, and therefore the object producing such a state is called sublime.

—Arthur Schopenhauer2

Much of what university-level music students know of the cultural Zeitgeist of
Germany in the nineteenth century is concerned with typically Romantic themes—rising
influences of nationalism, the importance of emotion and the individual, fascination with
wild, uncultivated nature and the supernatural, and an affinity for the past. Such themes
culminated in a vast array of musical developments including increased chromaticism,
different large-scale harmonic patterns, innovative ways to transcend the traditional
symphonic and sonata forms, and compositional innovations including an expansion of
notated dynamic range, greater preponderance of minor keys, increased range, and
increasingly virtuosic writing for concerti and sonatas. Technological advancements
allowed for expansion of the orchestra and the modernization of many instruments to
1

Immanuel Kant, “Analytic of the Aesthetical Judgement,” in The Critique of Judgment, tr. J. H. Bernard,
D.D. D.C.L. (St. Martin’s Street, London: Macmillan and Co., Limited, 1914), §28:125.
2

Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Idea, Vol. I, tr. Richard Burdon Haldane and John Kemp,
7th ed. (Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner, & Co., 1909), §39: 260—261.
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more powerfully project sound, and the growth of the middle class encouraged the rise
of public concerts, and crucially, the solo recital.
Many, if not all, of these developments were embodied in the aesthetic
development that was an opposite pole to prototypical classical beauty, that is, the
sublime. The sublime is an aesthetic mood, feeling, experience, or quality involving an
emotional response of fear, awe, or respect, to what is typically described objectively as
being formless, disordered, hostile, frightful, dangerous, or painful. Classical beauty, on
the other hand, is ordered, clear, natural, pleasing, and enlightened.
All of the aforementioned characteristics of Romanticism were significantly
involved in the philosophical framework of the sublime. The conceptual origin of the
sublime lay in an emotional, aesthetic response of the individual to nature, and
philosophies of the sublime tended to expand possible aesthetic objects to most of what
inspired fear or dread, or all that was not comprehensible by the imagination: the
mighty, great, terrifying, supernatural, hostile, uncomfortable, eternity of time and
infinity of space, and all objects made fearful or mysterious by their obfuscation or
obscurity. It will soon become clear, if it is not already so, just how well suited the most
prominent musical advancements of the Romantic era were to accommodate and
facilitate musical expression of the sublime. This central aesthetic shift could in fact be
viewed as a unifying theory of much of progressive Romantic-era music.
Piano repertoire in particular has a unique position in respect to the romantic
sublime; not only does much of the repertoire contain passages which might attain at
least a candidacy for the sublime, but the solo pianist himself is an individual involved
in a “lofty” musical struggle on a stage for all to see. The struggle itself may be
xi

sublime, even if the music or what it represents is not. Thus, the solo piano recital of the
nineteenth century often becomes a twofold representation of the sublime, embodied in
both the pianist seen as an individual struggling with a difficult task, and in the music
itself. Therefore, a goal of this monograph is to convincingly show the great abundance
of the sublime aesthetic in Romantic piano repertoire.
This monograph is therefore concerned with the philosophical-literary concept of
the sublime and its musical signification in the piano repertoire of the nineteenth
century. It consists of two parts: 1) a historical survey of the sublime as a concept in the
works of Edmund Burke (1729 – 1797), Immanuel Kant (1724 – 1804), Friedrich
Schiller (1759 – 1805), and Arthur Schopenhauer (1788 – 1860) together with an
assessment of the quality and strength of influence of these philosophies on composers
in German-speaking regions; and 2) an investigation of the musical signification of the
sublime in nineteenth century piano literature drawing from semiotics and topic theory
with a special focus on Beethoven and Liszt, as bookends of the development of the
sublime aesthetic in piano literature of western Europe.
Other writers have taken up the topic of the musically sublime, most notably
Kiene Brillenburg Wurth in her seminal book, Musically Sublime: Indeterminacy,
Infinity, Irresolvability.3 Brillenburg Wurth’s philosophical investigation of the musical
sublime is wide-ranging and thorough. In covering such impressive ground, she steps
onto the same intellectual plane as the philosophers I discuss, given that out of her
writings emerges a new philosophy of the sublime, or more specifically, the musical
sublime. However, as she is concerned with how music experientially “stages” the
3

Kiene Brillenburg Wurth, Musically Sublime: Indeterminacy, Infinity, Irresolvability, (Ashland, OH:
Fordham University Press, 2009), http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt14brzjk.
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sublime more than how we might find the sublime in music, she uses no score examples,
preferring to cite recordings.4 Her use of the twentieth century philosophical writings of
Jean-François Lyotard also takes her investigation out of the realm of historically
informed interpretation and into a historically inclusive reading (or hearing). Though
she makes some use of semiotics, topic theory plays no role, and her work remains
therefore a little ungrounded for the performing musician. Hers is more an aesthetical
task than a practical one.
There are also many non-musical writings on the sublime, including Philip
Shaw’s The Sublime, which includes a historical survey of the philosophy of the sublime
up to the present time, and two sublime readers: Robert R. Clewis’s The Sublime Reader
and Andrew Ashfield and Peter de Bolla’s The Sublime: A Reader in British EighteenthCentury Aesthetic Theory.5 Music theorists who have significantly written about the
sublime include Wye J. Allanbrook, Jamie Liddle, and Dmitri Tymoczko, who
conjecture about the viability or substance of a sublime topic. Some have treated
subtypes of the sublime, for instance Vijay Mishra’s book The Gothic Sublime (a
sublime colored by the Romantic gothic, figuring strongly in British literature and
poetry) or David B. Morris’s The Religious Sublime: Christian Poetry and Critical

4

Barbara Titus, “ Review: Kiene Brillenburg Wurth, Musically Sublime: Indeterminacy, Infinity,
Irresolvability,” Dutch Journal of Music Theory, 2010, 219-225,
https://www.academia.edu/1798336/Review_of_Musically_Sublime_Indeterminacy_Infinity_Irresolvabilit
y_by_Kiene_Brillenburg_Wurth_2010.
5

Robert R Clewis, ed., The Sublime Reader, Google Books (London: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2018),
https://books.google.no/books/about/The_Sublime_Reader.html?id=2rE8tAEACAAJ&redir_esc=y.
Andrew Ashfield and Peter de Bolla, eds., The Sublime: A Reader in British Eighteenth-Century Aesthetic
Theory(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996).
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Tradition in 18th-Century England.6 My review of the sublime aims to unite a robust
philosophical framework with a practical theoretical one, engaging with structural
components of compositions and satiating, in part, the interpretive hunger of performing
pianists.

6

Vijay Mishra, The Gothic Sublime(Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1994).
David B. Morris, Religious Sublime: Christian Poetry and Critical Tradition in 18th-Century
England(Lexington, KY: University Press of Kentucky, 1972).
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CHAPTER 1
THE PHILOSOPHICAL SUBLIME

Origins and Overview of the Sublime Aesthetic

The most significant writings on the sublime through the nineteenth century were
those of Burke, Kant, Schiller, and Schopenhauer. Though today the terms “sublime”
and “beautiful” tend to be conflated, the concept of the sublime has historically been so
closely related by opposition to that of the beautiful that any writing on the sublime tends
to involve treatment of both concepts in tandem. The first significant theory of the
sublime was written by the British philosopher Edmund Burke, whose 1757 treatise A
Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful followed
mid-century publications by three other Englishmen7 (Lord Shaftesbury, John Dennis,
and Joseph Addison), each of whom had taken a journey to the Alps in the late 1600s.
Describing observations of the mountains as evoking emotions of fear or awe, their
writings provided a fixed association between nature and the sublime, an association that
continued throughout the musical Romantic Era. Dennis, in The Grounds of Criticism in
Poetry, gave a subjective description of the sublime as “nothing else but a Great Thought,
or Great Thoughts moving the Soul from its Ordinary Situation by the Enthusiasm which
naturally attends them,” defining “enthusiasm” as the “elevation, and vehemence and
7

See Dennis’s The Advancement and Reformation of Modern Poetry, Lord Shaftesbury’s, “The Moralists,
Philosophical Rhapsody,” and Addison’s writings in The Spectator and A Discourse on Modern and
Ancient Learning.
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fury proceeding from the Great and Terrible and Horrible Ideas.”8 Addison later wrote in
the Spectator of a delightful fear of objects both great and terrifying, saying “I shall first
consider these pleasures of the imagination, which arise from the actual view and survey
of outward objects: and these, I think, all proceed from the sight of what is great,
uncommon, or beautiful. There may, indeed, be something so terrible or offensive, that
the horror or loathsomeness of an object may overbear the pleasure which results from its
greatness, novelty, or beauty; but still there will be such a mixture of delight in the very
disgust it gives us, as any of these three qualifications are most conspicuous and
prevailing." 9 These two quotes foreshadow well the future disagreements about the
sublime as an objective trait or as an aesthetic experience.
The sublime also figures strongly in the poetic works of Williams Wordsworth
and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. In Wordsworth’s poem composed near Tintern Abbey and
excerpted below (see p. 13) he writes of a “sense sublime,” a “motion and a spirit”
permeating “all things.”10 The subject of the poem is Wordsworth’s changing emotional
response to a natural scene, which matures into a calmer, more introspective
contemplation in later years. Coleridge’s poem, “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner” is
also imbued with a sense of the natural sublime, as a mariner tells a tale full of the fearful
danger of the sea and the supernatural retribution he suffers as consequences for his lack
8

John Dennis, “John Dennis, From The Grounds of Criticism in Poetry (1704),” in The Sublime Reader,
ed. Robert R Clewis (New York, NY: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2018), 108—114,
https://books.google.no/books/about/The_Sublime_Reader.html?id=2rE8tAEACAAJ&redir_esc=y.
9

Ashfield and de Bolla, The Sublime, 62—69.

10

William Wordsworth, “Lines Composed a Few Miles above Tintern Abbey, On Revisiting the Banks of
the Wye during a Tour. July 13, 1798 by William Wordsworth,” Poetry Foundation (Poetry Foundation),
accessed April 5, 2019, https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45527/lines-composed-a-few-milesabove-tintern-abbey-on-revisiting-the-banks-of-the-wye-during-a-tour-july-13-1798.

2

of moral character in shooting an albatross that had earlier guided the ship to safety. The
severe weather threatens, but also awes (“And now there came both mist and snow,/And
it grew wondrous cold”). He describes the stormy sea in the lines below:

And now the STORM-BLAST came, and he
Was tyrannous and strong:
He struck with his o'ertaking wings,
And chased us south along.
With sloping masts and dipping prow,
As who pursued with yell and blow
Still treads the shadow of his foe,
And forward bends his head,
The ship drove fast, loud roared the blast,
And southward aye we fled.
And now there came both mist and snow,
And it grew wondrous cold:
And ice, mast-high, came floating by,
As green as emerald.
And through the drifts the snowy clifts
Did send a dismal sheen:
Nor shapes of men nor beasts we ken—
The ice was all between.
The ice was here, the ice was there,
The ice was all around:
It cracked and growled, and roared and howled,
Like noises in a swound!11

Like Addison and Dennis, Burke’s sublime is likewise closely connected to
nature, but he also grounds his subjective response in objective qualities in physiological

11

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner (Text of 1834) by Samuel Taylor
Coleridge,” Poetry Foundation (Poetry Foundation), accessed April 5, 2019,
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/43997/the-rime-of-the-ancient-mariner-text-of-1834.

3

empiricism; sublime qualities cause physical tension. Burke’s overarching principle of
the sublime is the affect of terror in the face of greatness and might posing an existential
threat.
Subsequently, interest in the sublime arose in Germany in the works of Kant,
Schiller, and Schopenhauer. Kant first expanded the sublime to include perceptions of
nobility or magnificence in addition to the terrifying, although he later restricted it to the
great and mighty in the Critique of Judgment. Here Kant limited the state of sublimity
solely to the subject; the sublime is experienced as a state of mind, in which the subject
first finds himself incapable of either visualizing the object in the imagination (the
“mathematical sublime”) or withstanding it physically (the “dynamic sublime”), and then
in turn finds himself elevated in the discovery of a superior rationality or humanity
within.
Preserving Kant’s categories of the mathematical and dynamic sublime, Schiller
in “Of the Sublime” adds subcategories within the dynamic sublime, which he ranks as
the more powerful of the two. These are the “contemplative sublime,” whereby ordinarily
non-fearful objects become by aesthetic contemplation fearful, and the “pathetic
sublime,” in which we experience a sublime feeling through sympathy for another subject
observed indirectly. In his later “On the Sublime,” Schiller expounds upon the sublime
as a vehicle that trains and ultimately frees man to be a fully mature, independent, freewilling, human individual. In observing sublime objects from a distance without fear or
despair, the subject becomes more capable of facing the real thing (death) with
acceptance and composed resignation from anything he stands to lose.

4

Finally, Schopenhauer expanded the sublime to include objects not necessarily
fearful, but hostile to the human will—for example cold light. For Schopenhauer, the
sublime does not free man to will, as in Schiller’s philosophy, but rather from the
suffering associated with unceasing desires and motions of the will, and music here plays
the most important role of all the arts due to its immediacy, potency, and nonrepresentationality.
In the first part of this monograph, I will first examine the sublime as defined by
Burke, Kant, Schiller, and Schopenhauer. My ultimate end is to establish a reasonable
constellatory concept of the sublime aggregated from prominent literature of the
eighteenth century, which may serve in Part 2 to furnish adequately distinct signifiers of a
sublime topic. I will conclude by noting the broader influence of the sublime in Germanspeaking regions and on Liszt.

5

Edmund Burke’s Aesthetic of the Sublime
A Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful

For I have learned
To look on nature, not as in the hour
Of thoughtless youth; but hearing oftentimes
The still sad music of humanity,
Nor harsh nor grating, though of ample power
To chasten and subdue.—And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things.12

In his treatise, A Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime
and Beautiful, Burke develops the first detailed theory of the sublime together with the
concept of the beautiful.13 Underpinning his philosophy is an introduction about taste, in
which he argues that aesthetic experience is qualitatively universal. This point is crucial
for him and for subsequent writers on the sublime in order to save the validity of aesthetic
judgments from sinking into a quagmire of relativism. To that aim, Burke defends
universal aesthetic judgment by arguing for the universality of taste, which he defines as

12

Wordsworth, “Lines Composed a Few Miles above Tintern Abbey.”

13

Edmund Burke, “A Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful;
With an Introductory Discourse Concerning Taste,” in The Works of the Right Honourable Edmund Burke,
vol. 1 (London: John C Nimmo, 1887), 67—263, https://www.gutenberg.org/files/15043/15043-h/15043h.htm#A_PHILOSOPHICAL_INQUIRY.

6

“the faculty of or faculties of mind affected with or forming a judgment of works of
imagination and the elegant arts.” 14 The senses, passions, imaginative perceptions
regarding representative art, and judgments of reason regarding human behavior all
contribute to the mental faculty of taste.15 For Burke, experiences of the sublime and the
beautiful are responses to objective qualities that tend universally to provoke that
judgment. Burke’s classically empirical argument for this universality reasons that since
the senses function similarly across humanity, perceiving pleasure or pain in fairly
comparable ways (given sensibility, sound judgment, adequate experience and
observation) individuals will tend to develop similar senses of taste.
In addition to this aesthetic proof, Burke mentions an important aesthetic
dilemma: unrefined or underdeveloped taste tends to be much more highly affected by art
that one of more mature years would deem crude or unrefined; a more developed sense of
taste, due to its greater capacity for judgment, is likely to be less affected by the same art,
with the consequence that the highly developed aesthetic sense might in the end be less
receptive to aesthetic pleasure, an observation which points to the fact that the most
sublime art may not cause universally similar experiences of the sublime. Thus,
14
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experience is not directly correlated to sensitivity of taste, implying that overly
extravagant but superficial music may not itself be particularly sublime though many
listeners might claim it to be so. Burke thereby attempts not only to defend taste from
relativism, but also from the judgments of ignorant subjects.
Burke’s Inquiry is divided into five portions, which I have given the following
descriptions:

Part I: Conceptual groundwork
Part II: The Sublime
Part III: Beauty
Part IV: Empiric physiology of the passions
Part V: Poetry and the Sublime

In the first part of the Inquiry Burke lays the groundwork for his philosophy of
the sublime, addressing most relevantly pain, pleasure, delight, joy, grief, the sublime, the
beautiful, and other “societal passions.” For Burke, pain and pleasure are not mutually
exclusive. Therefore, the lessening of pain is not, and cannot, be equivalent to or cause
pleasure itself. 16 Rather, the lessening of pain results in the emotion of delight.17 The
feeling of pain is stronger than pleasure, and the circumstances which threaten pain or
danger more powerful in affecting the mind than the conditions of “life and health,”
which simply allow for the possibility of pleasure rather than creating it.18 Accordingly,
he uses the term “positive” to indicate whether a pain or pleasure is arising from
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something truly painful or pleasing, or whether it arises from the lessening of opposite
quality. Thus, feelings like indifference, disappointment, and grief19 are not truly positive
pain, and the feeling of delight as the result of lessened pain is not positive pleasure.20 To
Burke, the strongest pain one can feel is more powerful and affecting than the highest
pleasure, an important hierarchical principle in his organization of the passions.21
Hence, he arrives at his definition of the sublime, as that which “is fitted in any
sort to excite the ideas of pain and danger, that is to say, whatever is in any sort terrible,
or is conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a manner analogous to terror…that
is, it is productive of the strongest emotion which the mind is capable of feeling.”22 Not
all sources of the sublime will produce this “passion,” however; without sufficient
distance from the object, the source of pain or danger becomes too near, acute, or
imminent, and the subject is likely to be merely afraid.
Burke classifies the most powerful passions as belonging either to the instinct of
self-preservation (due to its connection with pain and danger), or to the societal passions,
which he divides into two categories: the “society of the sexes” and “general society.”
Actions operating in the society of the sexes have an ultimate end of generation
(procreation), and are therefore attendant to the highest passions of “gratification” and
“pleasure.”23 Here the contrasting quality of beauty makes its first appearance: in the
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society of the sexes, it is men who are the pursuers of pleasure and gratification owing
not only to lust, a quality common to all animals, but also to the distinctly human
response to beauty which produces love.24 Thus, a mixture of lust and love arising from
beauty generate the activities and pursuits in the society of the sexes. Female beauty he
considers a social quality, as it induces people to behave with socially-oriented
“tenderness” or “affection.” 25 This sets up a theme later taken up by German
philosophers: the association of beauty with the feminine and sublimity with the
masculine.
In general society, pleasure is generated by “particular company” (in terms of
pleasure, company in general provides only a neutral norm), concerned frequently with
beauty, but never with lust. Prolonged solitude results in pain, though temporary solitude
may not necessarily be painful. The passions of general society are divided into three
categories: sympathy, imitation, and ambition, each of which have implications for
Burke’s, or subsequently Kant’s, understanding of the sublime.
Burke goes on to claim that sympathy, whereby one experiences partially the pain
or pleasure of another, can be a source of the sublime. He writes:

It is by the first of these passions that we enter into the concerns of others;
that we are moved as they are moved, and are never suffered to be
indifferent spectators of almost anything which men can do or suffer. For
sympathy must be considered as a sort of substitution, by which we are put
into the place of another man, and affected in many respects as he is
affected: so that this passion may either partake of the nature of those
which regard self-preservation, and turning upon pain may be a source of
the sublime….It is by this principle chiefly that poetry, painting, and other
24
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affecting arts, transfuse their passions from one breast to another, and are
often capable of grafting a delight on wretchedness, misery, and death
itself. It is a common observation, that objects which in the reality would
shock, are in tragical, and such like representations, the source of a very
high species of pleasure. This, taken as a fact, has been the cause of much
reasoning.26
Burke therein addresses not only a source of the sublime feeling, but a theory of
its communication in the arts and a treatment of the common aesthetic problem of
tragedy—why people are drawn to tragedy in art if they are not drawn to tragedy in the
real world. Burke rejects the idea that part of this pleasure arises from the fictionality of
tragedy in art (to him only a precondition for the sublime), as well as the theory that
pleasure arises from a contemplation of one’s own freedom from pain or danger. Unlike
direct observations of real sublime objects, sympathetic contemplations of pain or danger
(whether in fiction or in the lives of real people) is considered by Burke to increase as the
representation approaches the real, and to be greatest when real sympathy or pity does not
involve fear for oneself, which otherwise could override the contemplation of the sublime
object.27
Imitation in art is believed to owe its power to the social centrality of imitation in
all learned behavior, learning itself, and development of thought—in these processes,
people imitate what gives pleasure or delight. Therefore, imitation in art is likewise
pleasingly compelling. As long as an aesthetic object would not normally be an object of
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positive pleasure in daily life, it may be assumed that the pleasure experienced in viewing
it is owed to the skill in imitation itself (e.g. a still life).28
Lastly, ambition is regarded as the social passion that mitigates the risk of circular
stasis posed by mere imitation. In society, ambition is driven by desire to excel beyond
ones peers. In art, the effects of societal ambition in changing one’s self regard are
viewed as of the same kind, though perhaps less rational.29 Notably, when contemplating
sublime art he does not view the effects of ambition as belonging to the sublime itself,
but rather as accompanying it:

Now, whatever, either on good or upon bad grounds, tends to raise a man
in his own opinion, produces a sort of swelling and triumph, that is
extremely grateful to the human mind; and this swelling is never more
perceived, nor operates with more force, than when without danger we are
conversant with terrible objects; the mind always claiming to itself some
part of the dignity and importance of the things which it contemplates.
Hence proceeds what Longinus has observed of that glorying and sense of
inward greatness, that always fills the reader of such passages in poets and
orators as are sublime: it is what every man must have felt in himself upon
such occasions.30

In concluding this first portion, Burke makes an important and
characteristically classical observation of art itself: “…art can never give the rules
that make an art.” He holds that artists succeed well without needing to
understand how their art works, since art provides its own standard, and that as art
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has for centuries imitated itself and built upon itself, one can no longer turn to art
to explain itself. Rather, it is the principles of nature which may provide the
“truest lights.” 31
Parts II and III prove the most relevant to the musician, consisting of many
oppositions of the beautiful against the sublime. In Part II, Burke provides principal
conditions that allow for the sublime. To him, the sublime in nature provokes chiefly the
passion of astonishment, and secondarily admiration, reverence, and respect. He
describes astonishment as a state in which reasoning and all “motions” of the soul are
suspended in the moment of comprehension. As such, terror is the “ruling principle of
the sublime,” often in combination with greatness of size.32 Obscurity is also a potent
enabler of the sublime, as the object of fear is not fully comprehended and being
therefore unknown, becomes more frightening (as in darkness, clouds, or fog).33
Subsequently he mentions power and privation as sources of the sublime (objects that
exert power with the potential to threaten our existence may be sublime), as well as
“general privations,” including “vacuity, darkness, solitude, and silence,” due to their
hostility to human existence and experience.34
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In keeping with the aforementioned principles of the sublime, Burke elaborates on
many sublime qualities classified by sense, which I have arranged below:

Sight:
Vastness of dimension, infinity (or the impression of it, boundaries
being obscured), uniform succession of an image creating the
perception of boundlessness, strong light, darkness, dark colors,
magnitude in building, magnificent disorder35
Sound:
Loudness, sudden noise or silence, low, intermitting sounds,
animal cries36
Smell and taste:
Bitterness and stenches when described in poetry37
Feeling:
Rough surfaces, bodily pain38

Burke’s theory of the beautiful involves many reversals of sublime characteristics.
Judgments about beauty, like the sublime, are held to be non-rational.39 Qualities which
may belong to beauty include female “weakness” or “imperfection,” smallness,
smoothness, “gradual variation,” delicacy, “clean” and “fair” colors, “stronger” colors if
in combination with one another, manners which are gentle and amiable, countenances
with “clear eyes” and slow, “languid” motions, grace, elegance, soft or smooth touch, soft
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and delicate sounds, clarity, “gradual transitions,” sweet tastes and smells, and virtues of
compassion, kindness, and liberality (in contrast to sublime virtues like fortitude, justice,
and wisdom).40
Parts IV and V are in general less relevant to the musically sublime, but still
contain some crucial points. In Part IV Burke attempts to locate physiological reasons
and mechanisms to explain the effect of sensual stimuli on the mind. He associates the
sublime with tension or pain41 and the beautiful with relaxation.42 For example, in
writing about the “artificial infinite” (the illusion of infinity due to the inability of the
senses to perceive the whole), he describes a physical reaction to an intermittent,
recurring sound:

….I shall begin with this power in sounds, as the cause of the sublimity
from succession is rather more obvious in the sense of hearing. . . .When
the ear receives any simple sound, it is struck by a single pulse of the air
which makes the ear-drum and the other membranous parts vibrate
according to the nature and species of the stroke. If the stroke be strong,
the organ of hearing suffers a considerable degree of tension. If the stroke
be repeated pretty soon after, the repetition causes an expectation of
another stroke. And it must be observed, that expectation itself causes a
tension. . . .But though after a number of strokes, we expect still more, not
being able to ascertain the exact time of their arrival, when they arrive,
they produce a sort of surprise, which increases this tension yet further.
For I have observed, that when at any time I have waited very earnestly
for some sound, that returned at intervals, (as the successive firing of
cannon,) though I fully expected the return of the sound, when it came it
always made me start a little; the ear-drum suffered a convulsion, and the
whole body consented with it. The tension of the part thus increasing at
40
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every blow, by the united forces of the stroke itself, the expectation and
the surprise, it is worked up to such a pitch as to be capable of the
sublime; it is brought just to the verge of pain. Even when the cause has
ceased, the organs of hearing being often successively struck in a similar
manner, continue to vibrate in that manner for some time longer; this is an
additional help to the greatness of the effect.43

Part V is concerned solely with words and poetry, wherein Burke makes the point
that poetry’s power does not lie in its capacity to accurately depict images, but in
subjective association, sympathy, and its potential to bring to the mind ideas not common
to everyday experience.44 He reiterates the assertion that the expressive power of poetry
is in inverse proportion to the clarity of its visual imagery, a point also applicable to
musical arts.45

Burke’s Sublime in Music

Many of Burke’s observations and ideas about the sublime, and sublime sounds in
particularly, may be applied to music. One of his first notes about music lies in his
description of the effects of obscurity: because clearness of a terrible image in fact
mitigates the felt terror, the more obscure the artistic representation, the more nearly it
may approach the sublime. Therefore, poetry and music may be the most potent arts for
sublimity (bold print mine):
43
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If I make a drawing of a palace, or a temple, or a landscape, I present a
very clear idea of those objects; but then (allowing for the effect of
imitation which is something) my picture can at most affect only as the
palace, temple, or landscape, would have affected in the reality. On the
other hand, the most lively and spirited verbal description I can give raises
a very obscure and imperfect idea of such objects; but then it is in my
power to raise a stronger emotion by the description than I could do by the
best painting. This experience constantly evinces. The proper manner of
conveying the affections of the mind from one to another is by words;
there is a great insufficiency in all other methods of communication; and
so far is a clearness of imagery from being absolutely necessary to an
influence upon the passions, that they may be considerably operated
upon, without presenting any image at all, by certain sounds adapted
to that purpose; of which we have a sufficient proof in the
acknowledged and powerful effects of instrumental music. In reality, a
great clearness helps but little towards affecting the passions, as it is in
some sort an enemy to all enthusiasms whatsoever.46
His observations about sublime sound (quoted above) might be applied to music
as well, sudden sounds corresponding to subito dynamics, loudness to marked dynamics
of ff or beyond, and “low, tremulous, intermitting sound[s]” to motives in the bass
imitative of distant thunder or any other threatening entity.47 Other depictions of the
sublime may extend his inclusion of animal or human cries to vocal or instrumental
impressions of pain (ex. sigh motives over dissonant suspensions or melodies fragmented
by rests to create impressions of sobbing or breathlessness). The virtuosic, too, creates
conditions for the sublime: “When any work seems to have required immense force and
labor to effect it, the idea is grand.”48 Thus, virtuosic music, or even music which merely
sounds virtuosic, can be a candidate for the sublime. Finally, musically-located
46
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magnificence would also allow for the sublime, possibly including any array of either
virtuosic or musical extravagance beyond immediate comprehension, by an extension of
Burke’s description below:

Magnificence is likewise a source of the sublime. A great profusion of
things, which are splendid or valuable in themselves, is magnificent. The
starry heaven, though it occurs so very frequently to our view never fails
to excite an idea of grandeur. This cannot be owing to the stars
themselves, separately considered. The number is certainly the cause. The
apparent disorder augments the grandeur, for the appearance of care is
highly contrary to our ideas of magnificence. Besides, the stars lie in such
apparent confusion, as makes it impossible on ordinary occasions to
reckon them. This gives them the advantage of a sort of infinity. In works
of art, this kind of grandeur which consists in multitude, is to be very
cautiously admitted….There are, however, a sort of fireworks, and some
other things, that in this way succeed well, and are truly grand. There are
also many descriptions in the poets and orators, which owe their sublimity
to a richness and profusion of images, in which the mind is so dazzled as
to make it impossible to attend to that exact coherence and agreement of
the allusions, which we should require on every other occasion.49
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Immanuel Kant’s Aesthetic of the Sublime

Gentry there be who don’t figure in History;
Yet they are clever, too— deucèdly!—
All that is puzzling, all tissues of mystery
They will unravel you lucidly.
Hear their oracular dicta but thrown out,
You’d fancy these Wise Men of Gotham must find the Philosophers’
Stone out!
Yet they quit Earth without signal and voicelessly;
All their existence was vanity.
He seldom speaks— he deports himself noiselessly
Who would enlighten Humanity:
Lone, unbeheld, he by slow, but incessant
Exertion, extracts for the Future the pith of the Past and the Present.
Look at yon tree, spreading like a pavilion! See
How it shines, shadows and flourishes!
Not in its leaves, though all odour and brilliancy,
Seek we the sweet fruit that nourishes.
No! a dark prison encloses the kernel
Whence shoots with round bole and broad boughs the green giant whose
youth looks eternal!50

Schiller’s poem about intellectual maturity contrasts the charming, easy clarity of
the verbose against the quiet, steady toil of the true philosopher, sketching a parallel
between moral and natural maturity, and, one might conjecture, between both the morally
and naturally beautiful (or merely charming) and the sublime. Kant, like many of his
contemporaries, imagined a coherence between the natural, the moral, and the aesthetic, a
coherence which was very prominent in the first of his two writings on the sublime,
50
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Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime and Other Writings
(Beobachtungen über das Gefühl des Schönen und Erhabenen, 1764) followed by the
Critique of Judgment (Kritik der Urteilskraft, 1790) published nearly three decades
later.51 His Observations read as a quick sketch of the sublime that soon takes off on
specific lines of thought regarding the manifestation of the sublime or beautiful within
human character, masculinity and femininity, and national traits. Unfortunately, much of
this essay would be considered outrageously sexist and racist by modern standards.52
Despite this disappointing reality, however, it contains much that is important to Kant’s
earlier thought on the sublime. The Critique, on the other hand, may be easily mined for a
very detailed, rich, more mature philosophy of the same.

Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and
Sublime and Other Writings (1764)

In the book’s first of four parts (“On the distinct objects of the feeling for the
sublime and the beautiful”), Kant uses abundant imagery to exemplify the sublime,
51
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including snowy mountain heights, storms, Milton’s depiction of hell, “lofty oaks” and
“lonely shadows in sacred groves,” nighttime, “lofty sentiment, of friendship, of
contempt of world, of eternity” and “the quiet calm of a summer evening” when the stars
and moon appear in the night sky.53 Rather than provide a ground-up theory, these
discreet examples serve as a personal interpretation of the aesthetic philosophy of Burke.
According to Kant, the sublime touches, and its result is serious astonishment.54 His
sublime is large and “simple,” in contrast to his imagery of the beautiful which
encompasses the charming, the small, flowery meadows, valleys with “winding brooks,”
the pastoral and Arcadian, and ordered nature. Though the sublime astonishes, the
beautiful charms, and its result is smiles and laughter.55
Though Kant would later overhaul his classification of sublimity, it is worthwhile
mentioning his categories and examples of the sublime in the Observations:
1. The terrifying sublime: affecting “dread or even melancholy” (ex. solitude,
“immense deserts,” “great depth,” the future)
2. The noble sublime: affecting “quiet admiration” (ex. “great height,” pyramids
of Egypt, arsenals, time past)
3. The magnificent sublime: typified by “beauty spread over a sublime prospect”
(ex. St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome, a residential castle)56
In general, the objective criteria of Kant’s Sublime in the Observations are far
looser than that of his later philosophy, or even that of Burke. The addition of the noble
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and magnificent to Burke’s terrifying is an expansion of the sublime, and importantly, an
expansion of the objective sublime. Later, Kant would completely repudiate the notion
that an object can itself be sublime or beautiful in favor of a purely subjective
understanding. These three categories will be seen to have important ramifications for
understanding where the arts, and specifically music, fit into his conjectures about
national cultural characteristics.
The book’s second part (“On the qualities of the sublime and the beautiful in
human beings in general”) highlights elements of human behavior, personality, and
ethics. Kant mentions many dichotomies between the sublime and the beautiful: sublime
virtues inspire esteem and include “understanding,” “boldness,” “truthfulness,”
“honesty,” and selfless service, while beautiful personal qualities inspire love, and
include “cunning,” “jocularity,” “flattery,” and “courtliness.”57 People show sublime
character by seeking admirable, serious, steady friends, while the beautiful seek friends
that inspire affection. Other polarities are established between friendship and “sexual
love,” tragedy and comedy, “wrath” and “cunning,” “knavery” and “coquetterie,” and
height and smallness.58
As a general principle, of all the moral qualities, only “true virtue” is considered
sublime. “Tenderheartedness,” empathy, and individual-oriented affection are merely
beautiful attitudes.59 True virtue is built upon general principles rather than inclination,
principles being the “consciousness of a feeling of the beauty and the dignity of human
57
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nature, engendering respectively affection and respect.”60 Beautiful attitudes rather
function as moral supplements, or “adopted virtues” to drive us to behave rightly, even
when we are lacking in true virtue. When neither is sufficient, the “feeling for honor or
shame” may still provide guidance. Neither “true virtue” nor an “adopted virtue,” this
attribute is designated by Kant as “the simulacrum of virtue.”61 Thus, Kant arrives at
three different types of moral behavior, which he then correlates to the first three of the
four classical temperaments as follows:
1. Melancholic: “true virtue”
2. Sanguine: “goodheartedness,” “sympathy”
3. Choleric: “feeling for honor”
4. Phlegmatic: general lack of feeling, “cruder lusts” (i.e. no virtue, adopted or
otherwise) 62
Kant draws parallels between moral and amoral judgments, hypothesizing that
one might be able to guess attitudes to “elevated” matters from responses to amoral
matters.63 He assures his reader that all of the first three moral dispositions, even the
low-ranking “feeling for honor,” are good and necessary for society, and naturally
distributed pyramid-wise in a population with choleric temperaments dominating bottom
and melancholic temperaments occupying a small layer at the top.64
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In the book’s third part, Kant addresses how the sublime and beautiful are
differently manifested in the sexes. These comments are less relevant to the topic at
hand, and often voyage from antiquated notions into overt sexism. In keeping with
Burke’s trend, Kant describes women as beautiful, and men as sublime. Though he
mentions positively many traits he identifies as feminine, including “beautiful
understanding,” compassion, “parsimonious adornment,” and a “feeling for beauty,” in
the end he does not believe women to be generally capable of “true virtue”—rather, their
“beautiful” virtue is based only on sentiment.65 Even more extreme are his comments on
industrious study of abstract knowledge—this is a sublime exercise of the mind suited
only to men.66 Finally, like Burke, Kant finds that though unrefined taste is “dissolute,”
the risk of over-refined taste is continual disappointment and unrealistic expectations.
Thus, both agree that taste can either enlighten or dampen aesthetic experience.67
Finally, the book’s fourth part concerns national expressions of the three sublime
types, and as much as the previous part was overtly sexist, this portion is overtly racist.68
It is worth knowing, however, Kant’s descriptions of national artistic culture across
Europe, insofar as it is relevant to the distinct national musical traditions of the time.
Thus, he describes the Spanish as characterized by a “feeling for the sublime” (“serious,”
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“taciturn,” with tendency to the terrifying sublime), the French as having a “feeling for
the morally beautiful,” and the Italians as proving more sublime than the French and
more beautiful than the Spanish. He describes German national character as an amalgam
of “feelings for” the sublime and beautiful, hence typified by the magnificent sublime.
English art is characterized by the noble sublime (“steadfast,” resolute, “eccentric” or
initially “cold” toward the new stranger but warmer after acquaintance), and Dutch art as
somewhat phlegmatic.69 Following these are included other more negatively
stereotypical and derogatory ruminations on African, Native American, Catholic, Asian,
Arab, Persian, Japanese, Indian, and Chinese people.

Critique of Judgment (1790)

“Analytic of the Beautiful”

The discourse “Analytic of Aesthetic Judgment” within the third Critique is
divided into two “books:” the “Analytic of the Beautiful” and the “Analytic of the
Sublime.” The former is further divided into four “moments” which address in turn the
“quality,” “quantity,” “relation,” and “modality” of the beautiful. Like Burke, Kant must
necessarily address taste in order to address the beautiful.
Kant provides his definition of taste in the first moment as the “faculty of judging
of an object or a method of representing it by an entirely disinterested satisfaction or
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dissatisfaction,” stating further, “the object of such satisfaction is called beautiful.” For
Kant, judgments of taste regarding the object are “logical” and those regarding the
subject are “aesthetical.”70 He posits that any “interest,” including “desire,”
“gratification” (as in eating and drinking), and “agreeability” muddies the waters of
judgments of taste.71 On the other hand, judgments about what is “good” involve reason
alone according to concepts of the object, as opposed to judgments of beauty, which
involve no cognitive reasoning with concepts.72 Thus, the agreeable “gratifies,” the
beautiful “pleases,” and the good is “esteemed,” enabling Kant to conclude “we may say
that of all these three kinds of satisfaction, that of taste in the Beautiful is alone a
disinterested and free satisfaction”73 Like Burke, Kant believes that aesthetic
contemplation is not a rational activity. Rather, as he points out in the second moment,
judgments of taste regarding the beautiful are made by sensing the “excitement of both
faculties (Imagination and Understanding) to indeterminate, but yet… harmonious
activity.”
The second moment (regarding quantity) poses the view that beautiful objects
please universally apart from any concepts. Consequently, and consistently with Burke’s
views, Kant believes it impossible to make rules about beauty, as rules would qualify as
concepts. He reminds the reader that in matters of the agreeable (judgments about
objects that appeal to the senses, e.g. food), it is commonly accepted that taste differs
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widely. However, in aesthetic judgments, one who does not find an object beautiful is
not accused merely of having bad taste, but of having no taste. Those who make
judgments of taste “impute” subjective universal validity; that is, they expect that others
will and should agree.74
The third moment (concerning relation) concerns purposiveness, a slightly elusive
concept distinct from the perception of a specific purpose in the object, but involving a
perception that the object seems purposive. That is, one doesn’t need to have an end in
mind to perceive that a concept could have the purposiveness to cause an end.75
Therefore, anything involving a distinct purpose has the possibility to incur interest (since
a distinct purpose involves distinct concepts), but judgments about taste involve only the
“form of purposiveness in the representation by which an object is given to us.”76
Similarly, anything with emotion or charm (including ornaments) creates interest, and
therefore clouds aesthetic judgments.77
Finally, the fourth moment (modality) explains the last criterion of beauty as that
which “without any concept is cognisized as the object of a necessary satisfaction.” That
is, if a judgment is correct, it has a “subjective necessity” to be a subjectively universal
judgment. This presupposes the concept of “common sense,” not as we understand it
today, as pertaining to basic understanding, but understood literally as applied to the
senses. This concept of universal sense is also a somewhat Burkean idea. Kant concludes
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by affirming that a judgment that an object is beautiful, if true, ought to satisfy
universally.78

“Analytic of the Sublime”

Kant begins his analytic of the sublime by mentioning some similarities and
contrasts between the sublime and the beautiful: like the beautiful, judgments about the
sublime are universally valid. The sublime pleases in itself, by reflection rather than
rational thought. The sublime is also incompatible with “charms.” However, whereas
the beautiful is concerned with form, the sublime is concerned with formlessness or
“boundlessness.” The concept of the totality of the object may be grasped cognitively,
though it is not possible to envision it. Though the sublime object can be conceived of in
totality in abstract thought, it cannot be imagined. Again, Burkean overtones are revealed
as he describes the sublime as producing admiration and respect, or “negative pleasure.”79
Since the ultimate and first source of the sublime is “chaotic,” “wild,” and
“irregular”80 nature, the sublime in art is therefore “limited by the sublime in nature.” To
Kant, we intuitively perceive purposiveness as something beyond nature, but experience
the sublime as violating purpose and doing “violence to the imagination.” As he later
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points out in the “General Remarks,” the beautiful pleases by judgment, and the sublime
pleases by its opposition to the “interest of Sense.”81
The following analysis of the sublime is divided into two categories: the
Mathematically Sublime and the Dynamically Sublime, concerning size and might
respectively.
The Mathematical Sublime

Kant writes of the mathematically sublime that it is “absolutely great,” or “great
beyond all comparison.”82 Kant argues that when estimating greatness or magnitude, we
use subjective standards that claim universal assent, and that in contemplating formless
size, there is pleasure due to the extension of the Imagination, as it tries to make an image
of the object in the mind.83 Because all in nature is small in comparison to our ideas, it
remains true that the sublime is that “in comparison with which everything else is small,”
for whatever great object we might encounter in nature, there is a greater idea in our
minds.84 In beauty, the imagination refers to understanding, but in the sublime, it refers
to reason.85 He writes:

But because there is in our Imagination a striving towards infinite
progress, and in our Reason a claim for absolute totality, regarded as a real
81
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Idea, therefore this very inadequateness for that Idea in our faculty for
estimating the magnitude of things of sense, excites in us the feeling of a
supersensible faculty.86
Kant states that intuitive estimation of magnitude may be one of two kinds:
“mathematical,” by means of numbers, or “aesthetical,” by means of the eye. Because
size never exceeds expression in numbers, the aesthetical estimation approaches the
sublime far more easily.87 Intuitive estimation itself has two parts: “apprehension” and
“comprehension.” By apprehension, we conceive of the totality of an object in the
abstract, by our unlimited reason. By comprehension, we attempt to present to reason the
whole object at once, and because of its great or infinite magnitude, find our imagination
inadequate. Because the totality of nature is infinite, when we intuit nature, it brings an
idea of infinity with it, which carries the subject to sublimity.88 He provides as an
example a description of someone observing the Egyptian pyramids:

Hence can be explained what Savary remarks in his account of Egypt, viz.
that we must keep from going very near the Pyramids just as much as we
keep from going too far from them, in order to get the full emotional effect
from their size. For if we are too far away, the parts to be apprehended
(the stones lying one over the other) are only obscurely represented, and
the representation of them produces no effect upon the aesthetical
judgement of the subject. But if we are very near, the eye requires some
time to complete the apprehension of the tiers from the bottom up to the
apex; and then the first tiers are always partly forgotten before the
Imagination has taken in the last, and so the comprehension of them is
never complete.—The same thing may sufficiently explain the
bewilderment or, as it were, perplexity which, it is said, seizes the
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spectator on his first entrance into St. Peter’s at Rome. For there is here a
feeling of the inadequacy of his Imagination for presenting the Ideas of a
whole, wherein the Imagination reaches its maximum, and, in striving to
surpass it, sinks back into itself, by which, however, a kind of emotional
satisfaction is produced.89
Kant also describes the sublime experience in terms of a mental motion. In
observance of the sublime, the subject experiences both pain and pleasure: pain arises
from the discord between Imagination and reason (from this conflict we find subjective
purposiveness), and pleasure arises from “concordance with rational Ideas and feeling of
our own supersensible destination”:
Therefore the inner perception of the inadequacy of all sensible standards
for rational estimates of magnitude indicates a correspondence with
rational laws; it involves pain, which arouses in us the feeling of our
supersensible destination, according to which it is purposive and therefore
pleasurable to find every standard of Sensibility inadequate to the ideas of
Understanding.90

The Dynamic Sublime

The dynamic sublime is concerned with might—“that which is superior to great
hindrance.”91 In contrast to the mathematically sublime, the dynamic sublime in nature
excites fear rather than mere respect. However, whatever is mighty enough to dominate
us cannot sustain sublime feeling because we become too afraid to make aesthetical
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judgments.92 Whereas the mathematically sublime leads the subject to discover a realm
of even greater ideas in reason, the dynamic sublime leads the subject to consider the
superior destination of his humanity:

Now, in the immensity of nature, and in the inadequacy of our faculties for
adopting a standard proportionate to the aesthetical estimation of the
magnitude of its realm, we find our own limitation; although at the same
time in our rational faculty we find a different, non-sensuous standard,
which has that infinity itself under it as a unit, and in comparison with
which everything in nature is small. Thus in our mind we find a
superiority to nature even in its immensity. And so also the irresistibility
of its might, while making us recognise our own impotence, considered as
beings of nature, discloses to us a faculty of judging independently of, and
a superiority over, nature; on which is based a kind of self- preservation,
entirely different from that which can be attacked and brought into danger
by external nature. Thus, humanity in our person remains unhumiliated,
though the individual might have to submit to this dominion. In this way
nature is not judged to be sublime in our aesthetical judgments, in so far as
it excites fear; but because it calls up that power in us (which is not nature)
of regarding as small the things about which we are solicitous (goods,
health, and life), and of regarding its might….as nevertheless without any
dominion over us and our personality to which we must bow where our
highest fundamental propositions, and their assertion or abandonment, are
concerned. Therefore nature is here called sublime merely because it
elevates the Imagination to a presentation of those cases in which the mind
can make felt the proper sublimity of its destination, in comparison with
nature itself.93
Finally Kant concludes that Sublime judgments are less likely to find universal
accordance than those of beauty because these judgments involve not only imagination
but also broader culture, reason, the development of “Moral ideas,” and the “tendency to
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the feeling for (practical) Ideas, i.e. to the moral feeling.”94

Kant’s Sublime in Music

Kant does seem to reserve the possibility that the sublime may be presented in
art,95 though it is uncertain whether music, taken together with visual art, can be
considered as beautiful or a “pleasant play of sensations.” However, in the end he
relegates music as the lowest of the arts, confirming that it “merely plays with sensations;
music produces only transitory, not permanent impressions—proceeds from sensation to
indeterminate ideas.”96 He also finds it somewhat annoying; when presented with an
unpleasant painting, one may turn away, but it is not as easy to stop hearing disagreeable
music.97
Despite his rather unhappy view of music within the greater artistic landscape, it
is possible to make some hypotheses regarding music that fits the Kantian sublime. For
although it is uncertain whether he believes music to be capable of conveying the sublime
or allowing for a sublime feeling, it is certainly possible that one might try to convey the
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Kantian sublime in a musical representation. He does at any rate believe music capable
of beauty.98
Crucially, the question arises whether one should bring forth to a sublime topic
his earlier three categories of the sublime, or his later two. To take the later, more highly
developed theory, seems best at face value. While incorporating ideas of magnificence
and nobility approaches the modern use of the term, it departs significantly from the
associations with nature that followed the sublime concept from the beginning. However,
what remains consistent between the Observations and Critique is that the sublime,
whether mathematical, dynamic, terrifying, magnificent, or noble, is a quality that
deserves respect, esteem, awe, or fear, and frequently an accompanying perception of
greatness. Clearly, music that signifies the terrifying, magnificent, noble, great, or
mighty is likely to share some characteristics, whether those inhabit the categories of
instrumentation, genre, form, occasion, volume, length, dynamics, articulation, motive,
virtuosity, or affect.
Furthermore, although Burke applies the “terrifying” affect to all of the sublime,
his description of the sublime by sense includes enough gradations of signification to
include much of Kant’s magnificent and noble sublime. The most significant difference
is Kant’s mingling of the beautiful and the sublime within the magnificent sublime, a true
contradiction with Burke. In contrast, the category of the noble sublime fits well within
Kant’s later mathematical sublime, the terrifying coinciding nicely with the dynamic
98
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sublime. In reality, the magnificent sublime stands out most as a mingling of the sublime
and the beautiful, and will therefore be separated from a purely sublime topic.
It is worthwhile to consider what differences might exist between the musical
signification of the mathematical and dynamic sublime. One qualitative difference seems
clear: where the dynamic overwhelms by implying a physical force or threat, the
mathematical seems rather to invite contemplation, so that its musical signification might
be imagined to involve less use of instrumental, dynamic, or motivic force, and more use
of figures that defy attempts to hear individual tones, to replicate motives or themes in
singing, and certainly any attempt to transcribe. If the mathematical sublime by
definition cannot be imag(e)ined, one could certainly extrapolate that an attempt to
musically signify the mathematical sublime could make use of ambiguous harmony,
contrapuntal chromaticism, abrupt modulations, virtuosic (though not bombastic)
passagework, and complexity and multiplicity of voicing. The Kantian dynamic sublime
is more likely to be represented than experienced in music, by means already
hypothesized above.
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Friedrich Schiller’s Aesthetic of the Sublime

See the smoke how the lightning is cleaving asunder!
Hark the guns, peal on peal, how they boom in their thunder!
From host to host, with kindling sound,
The shouting signal circles round,
Ay, shout it forth to life or death-Freer already breathes the breath!99

What springs up all at once so sweetly boding in my heart, and stills the
soft air of sadness? Dost thou also take a pleasure in us, dark
Night?….Darkly and inexpressibly are we moved—joy-startled, I see a
grave face that, tender and worshipful, inclines toward me, and, amid
manifold entangled locks, reveals the youthful loveliness of the Mother.
How poor and childish a thing seems to me now the Light—how joyous
and welcome the departure of the day—because the Night turns away from
thee thy servants, you now strew in the gulfs of space those flashing
globes, to proclaim thy omnipotence—thy return—in seasons of thy
absence. More heavenly than those glittering stars we hold the eternal
eyes which the Night hath opened within us. Farther they see than the
palest of those countless host—needing no aid from the light, they
penetrate the depths of a loving soul—that fills a loftier region with bliss
ineffable. Glory to the queen of the world, to the great prophet of the
holier worlds, to the guardian of blissful love—she sends thee to me—thou
tenderly beloved—the gracious sun of the Night,—now am I awake—for
now am I thine and mine—thou hast made me know the Night—made of
me a man—consume with spirit-fire my body, that I, turned to finer air,
may mingle more closely with thee, and then our bridal night endure
forever.100
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Ultimate freedom or victory in facing death is either found or sought in the poems
above, and it is this quest for freedom with which Schiller in concerned in his second
writing on the sublime. In “The Battle,” the soldier breathes freely, already engaged to
fight to the end. In Novalis’s “Hymns to the Night,” the subject engages an adoration for
the night which unlocks a deeper vision and spiritual longing for freedom through death.
Schiller’s sublime is a means to taste the freedom afforded by facing death and mortality
without fear.

“Of the Sublime: Toward the Further Elaboration of Some Kantian Ideas”

His first essay, “Of the Sublime: Toward the Further Elaboration of Some Kantian
Ideas,” 101 was published in 1793 in Neue Thalia, a journal originally founded by Schiller
himself in 1784 and addressing literature, history, arts, and philosophy. Eight years later,
his essay “On the Sublime” was published in the third part of Smaller Prose Writings.102
The former is an early response to Kant, written only three years after the publication of
Critique of Judgement, and the latter is a more self-sufficient work claiming an aesthetic
rescue to the problem of mortality.
Using Kant’s categories of the mathematical and dynamic sublime in the earlier
essay, Schiller attaches his own corresponding nomenclature, including the
(mathematical) “sublimity of cognition”/“theoretical-sublime,” in which nature
101
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challenges the subject’s rational capacities, as well as the (dynamic) “sublimity of
consciousness,”/“practical-sublime,” in which nature challenges our physical
existence.103 Schiller goes on to assert that the practical sublime is more powerful in its
effects than the “theoretical,” since fear, pain, and the self-preservation instinct are only
relevant to the practical sublime. When the self-preservation instinct is activated, the gap
between the “sensuous” and “transcendental” faculties is therefore greater, resulting in a
more powerful impression of the sublime.104
Like Kant, Schiller emphasizes that a fearful object must not induce true fear;
rather, its might is indirectly aimed, leaving us free to “put ourselves merely in our
imagination in the case,” so that “the terrifying is thus merely in the imagining, but
already the mere imaging of danger, when it is in some measure fervent, brings the
preservation-drive as well into action, and there ensues something analogous to what the
real experience would generate.”105 Regarding the dynamically sublime, there are two
types of security which provide for an escape from fearfulness, or its indirect imitation:
physical and moral security. Physical security is achieved without recourse to “inner or
moral circumstances,” and therefore more universally accessible. Moral security, on the
other hand, is based upon an independence of the “moral person” from external forces
and of will from the all-powerful “Deity,” grounded in an awareness of “Nature as in
accord with moral law,…conceptualize[d]…as under the influence of a being of pure
103
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Reason.”106 He summarizes, “Great is he, who conquers the frightful. Sublime is he,
who, while succumbing to it, fears it not.”107
Schiller then divides the practical sublime into two different categories: the
contemplative and the pathetic sublime. The contemplative sublime is experienced in
considering things that are not inherently frightening, but are made so by the
imagination—for example, “time,” “duty,” and “necessity.” Other objects become
sublime due to qualities such as “indeterminacy,” “extraordinariness,” “mystery,” and
“inscrutability.”108 This parallels consistently with Burke’s descriptions of the sublime
attribute “the artificial infinite.” Objects that become frightening in such and related
circumstances include darkened forests, strangers, “stillness,” and “deserts”, among
others.109
In contrast, the pathetic sublime is an involuntary, sympathetic identification with
suffering. Again, for Schiller, since suffering excludes the possibility of aesthetic
judgments, the object may not affect the subject directly, but only through imagination or
delayed presentation. He gives an example of watching a freighter sink in a storm and
suffering empathetically with the merchant.110 Here, the pathetic sublime involves two
steps: “Firstly an animated conceptualization of suffering, in order to arouse the
compassionate affective state in the proper strength. Secondly a conceptualization of
resistance to the suffering, in order to call the inner freedom of the heart to
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consciousness. Only through the first does the subject matter become pathetic, only
through the second does the pathetic become at the same time sublime.”111

“On the Sublime”

In his later essay “On the Sublime,” Schiller’s opening statement defines the
direction of the entire discourse: “All other things must; man is the being who wills.”112
In Schiller’s view, humanity differs from animals most centrally in that it acts not on
mere instinct, but on will, and it is this will that affords humanity ultimate freedom.
However, of all the threats posed to man, death is the one which man always “must.”113
As Schiller sets out to solve the problem of the human individual’s true freedom,
he begins with the assertion that “[c]ulture shall set man free and help him, to fulfill his
entire notion. It will make him capable, therefore, of asserting his will, for man is the
being who wills.”114 Here, the categories of security from Of the Sublime come in to
play, for man triumphs either actually (analogous to physical safety, in that he “opposes
violence with violence,”), or ideally (analogous to moral safety, wherein he “steps out of
nature and so, in regard to himself, annihilates the concept of violence”).115 This is made
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possible by a taught morality, or in its absence, by a moral predisposition. In the absence
of even a “moral predisposition,” the last stand is made by an “aesthetical tendency,”
which in turn can cultivate the loftier moral attitude.116 Thus, in the face of the ultimate
threat (death), the individual with the aesthetical tendency can face it, having been
prepared by experiences of the dynamic sublime: “Nothing which it exerts upon him is
violence, for before it comes up to him, it has already become his own act, and dynamic
nature never even reaches him, because acting freely he retires from all that it can
reach.”117 This “feeling of the sublime” allows the subject to feel the “woeful,” fearful
awareness of our limited sense, and the “joyful” awareness of an “independent principle,
which is independent of all sensuous emotions.”118 Just as he retains Kant’s definitions
of beauty and the sublime, he also preserves the Kantian categories of the mathematical
and dynamic sublime—the mathematical sublime is referred to “the power of
comprehension,” and the dynamic to our “vital power,” as the subject considers in turn
his imaginative or physical inadequacy.119
The concept of the sublime as the ultimate transcendence of the beautiful
continues in this work, in which beauty is like a “nurse in the childish age,”120 teaching us
to be drawn to that which is safe and nurturing, but ultimately limited in its tutelage: “Did
taste attain its full maturation, before truth and morality were planted in our heart in a
better way than can occur through it, so would the world of sense remain eternally the
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limit of our endeavors. We would neither go beyond it in our concepts, nor in our
sentiments, and what the imaginative power can not represent, would also have no reality
for us.”121 However, in the more mature years, the experience of the sublime makes man
truly man:

But, scarcely does free contemplation make room for him against
the blind rush of the forces of nature, and scarcely dose he discover in this
deluge of phenomena something permanent in his own being, than the
wild masses of nature round about him begin to speak to his heart an
entirely different language; and the relative greatness outside of him is the
mirror, wherein he perceives the absolute greatness within himself.
Fearless and with thrilling pleasure, he now nears these frightful phantoms
of his imaginative power and intentionally summons the entire force of
this capacity, to represent the sensuous-infinite, in order, even if it
succumbs in this attempt, to feel all the more lively the superiority of his
ideas over the highest which sensuousness can provide.122

Schiller ranks the sublimity of disordered nature above the beauty of ordered
gardens in attractiveness, though both are prized.123 The pathetic sublime functions to
“inoculate” us against mere fear and trepidation in the face of fate, training us with
aesthetically comprehended “artificial misfortune,” preparing man for the “highest swing
of human nature!—to resolve the actual suffering into a sublime emotion.”124 The
beautiful, however, remains essential, for while the sublime preserves our dignity and
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freedom, the beautiful anchors us in a strange world by providing harmony between
reason and sensuousness.125

Schiller’s Sublime in Music

Schiller’s philosophy of the sublime has little to say directly about music, though
some general observations have implications for his view of the sublime in art in general.
Toward the end of “Of the Sublime,” it becomes clear that Schiller believes art to be not
only a mere imitation of nature, but rather a more elevated means of conveying the
beautiful or sublime. Since the artist has intentional discretion, he may carefully select
what to represent from nature, creating a more powerful aesthetic experience.126 In
Schiller’s view, as art does not aim to present reality itself, it allows contemplation to
remain free from true fear or distraction by natural flaws and anomalies.127
Certainly, Schiller sees tragic art as falling within the pathetic, and therefore
dynamic sublime, though it is possible that musical figures capable of signifying
contemplative categories (time, duty, necessity, indeterminacy, obscurity, mystery, the
extraordinary, inscrutability, darkness, stillness) would certainly suffice as sublime
topics. This might include ambiguous harmony or rhythm (including cross-rhythms), offstage orchestra parts, use of pianissimo (as a dynamic which on piano changes both
dynamic and tone), or use of either extreme of register, perhaps particularly the bass. The
pathetic sublime might encompass programmatic works portraying the suffering of an
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individual, as in lieder, opera or programmatic works like Dussek’s somewhat
overwrought The Sufferings of the Queen of France, or the third movement (Maestoso
andante, marcia funebre sulla morte d’un eroe) of Beethoven’s Op. 12 Sonata in A-flat
major. Alternatively, non-programmatic significations of suffering may also open up
possibilities for the pathetic sublime. Sigh motives, dissonant suspensions, melodies
fragmented by breathless rests—in short, figures mentioned above in regard to Burke’s
musical sublime—may supply necessary signifiers to hear in music a narrative of
suffering.
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Arthur Schopenhauer’s Aesthetic of the Sublime
The World as Will and Representation

No distance can make you heavy:
you come flying and spellbound,
and at last, eager for the light,
poor moth, you are burned to death.
And so long as you have not attained it,
this, "Die and become!",
you will only be a gloomy guest
on this dark earth.128

The World as Will and Representation,129 published for the first time in 1818,
twenty-eight years after the publication of Critique of Judgment and just over six decades
since Burke’s foundational Inquiry, draws as much from Kant’s philosophy as Kant drew
from Burke’s. Fundamental to Schopenhauer’s conception of the sublime is his
impression of the way we perceive and experience the world. Kant posits in the third
Critique that “exemplary” art to be an ideal considered “adequate” to a platonic idea—the
ultimate reality behind what we observe as an individual object. He also believes that our
perceptions of objects can never arrive at the reality of the object: the ultimately
unknowable “thing in itself.”130 Schopenhauer, however, does not believe ultimate
reality to be completely unknowable, but that the “thing in itself” can be perceived in art,
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specifically music, and that aesthetic contemplation of the beautiful or sublime
temporarily frees us “guests” from “gloomy” earthly existence.131
Schopenhauer believes that the world may be conceived of either as a collective
will (Wille) or subjective representation (Vorstellung).132 Regarding the latter, he claims
that all we can know and perceive in the world is in reality only our perception of the
“thing in itself,” so that world therefore exists for us only in our minds as our
representation; we cannot normally know the world from anything but one incomplete
perspective.133 In his analysis, representation is the “objectification of the will,” that is to
say, since will comes up with ideas like time and causation, and the world as we know it
results from the collective will to live, individual wills are but fragmentations of one
ultimate macrocosmic will.134 Schopenhauer’s worldview is rather pessimistic because to
him, this will is the source of all strife, death, and suffering. The will can never be
satisfied; eating only allows hunger to return in time, or another desire to replace it; it can
never be satiated. In fact, only in contemplation of art can we ever be delivered from the
tyranny of the will. He writes:
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All willing arises from want, therefore from deficiency, and therefore from
suffering. The satisfaction of a wish ends it; yet for one wish that is
satisfied there remain at least ten which are denied. Further, the desire
lasts long, the demands are infinite; the satisfaction is short and scantily
measured out. But even the final satisfaction is itself only apparent; every
satisfied wish at once makes room for a new one; both are illusions; the
one is known to be so, the other not yet….
But when some external cause or inward disposition lifts us
suddenly out of the endless stream of willing, delivers knowledge from the
slavery of the will, the attention is no longer directed to the motives of
willing, but comprehends things free from their relation to the will, and
thus observes them without personal interest, without subjectivity, purely
objectively, gives itself entirely up to them so far as they are ideas, but not
in so far as they are motives. Then all at once the peace which we were
always seeking, but which always fled from us on the former path of the
desires, comes to us of its own accord, and it is well with us.135

It is in this “pure contemplation” that the subject finally is freed from rational
thinking and forgets himself, becoming the “pure subject of will-less knowledge.”136
Schopenhauer provides the example of Dutch still life as an object that by portraying
ordinary things in art elevates the subject to a state of aesthetic contemplation.137 With
“natural beauty” begging our attention, we are lifted out of the “slavery of the will,” and
“the world as idea alone remains,” which is when at last, in a timeless moment of
forgetfulness, “it is then all one whether we see the sun set from the prison or from the
palace.”138
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Hence, Schopenhauer defines beauty as existing in moments when objects by
their form become particularly naturally representative of their ideas, and nature, again, is
the most ready source of this beauty. However, if these objects have a “hostile relation to
the human will,” it is not mere beauty that raises the subject to the knowing-state, but
sublimity. While with beauty, “pure knowledge has gained the upper hand without a
struggle,” in the case of the sublime, the subject must choose to turn from the will in
order to contemplate the idea presented in the object. It involves a “conscious and
forcible breaking away from the relations of the same object to the will, which are
recognized as unfavourable, by a free and conscious transcending of the will and the
knowledge related to it.”139 Not only must the subject break away, but it must continue to
be removed from the will—if one is too impressed with danger and fear, and the will is
activated to act, the pure contemplation is lost, and with it, the sublime experience.140
He then provides five examples of the sublime in nature, increasing in potency
from a cold winter light (sublime due to the hostility of coldness juxtaposed with the
revelation of the light), to a lonely, silent landscape, to an empty and desolate landscape
(as of a desert), to a storm or agitated sea, and finally to a storm so sensually
overwhelming that the subject cannot hear his own voice, and is precariously close to a
swift and undeniable death. In this final, highest sublime state, the subject

perceives himself, on the one hand, as an individual, as the frail
phenomenon of will, which the slightest touch of these forces can utterly
destroy, helpless against powerful nature, dependent, the victim of chance,
139
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a vanishing nothing in the presence of stupendous might; and, on the other
hand, as the eternal, peaceful, knowing subject, the condition of the object,
and, therefore, the supporter of this whole world; the terrific strife of
nature only his idea; the subject itself free and apart from all desires and
necessities, in the quiet comprehension of the Ideas. This is the complete
impression of the sublime.”141

Schopenhauer mentions other sources of the sublime, too: contemplation of the greatness
of time or space, time reaching infinitely backward or forward, the sight of the sky at
night, and moral character itself.142 He reiterates Kant’s dynamic and mathematical
sublime, adding that in this form of contemplation, we perceive ourselves “a vanishing
nothing” before greatness, before becoming aware that all the world exists only as our
representation and “as modifications of the eternal subject of pure knowing.” He
continues, “[t]he vastness of the world which disquieted us before, rests now in us; our
dependence upon it is annulled by its dependence upon us. All this, however, does not
come at once into reflection, but shows itself merely as the felt consciousness that in
some sense or other (which philosophy alone can explain) we are one with the world, and
therefore not oppressed, but exalted by its immensity.”143
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Schopenhauer’s Sublime in Music

In stark contrast to Kant, Schopenhauer accords music not the lowest, but the
highest place among the arts, and the greatest power for communicating the beautiful or
sublime. To Schopenhauer, in contemplating art, the subject is made capable of
observing the world as idea, while escaping the tyranny of the will.144 It is here that his
philosophy of genius becomes important. For him, genius is “the capacity for knowing,
independently of the principle of sufficient reason, not individual things, which have their
existence only in their relations, but the Ideas of such things, and of being oneself the
correlative of the Idea, and thus no longer an individual, but the pure subject of
knowledge.” All have genius to some degree, but some have it to greater extent and in
more prolonged states, and these, when they are able to “repeat in a voluntary and
intentional work what he has learned in this manner” produce art.145
However, not only does Schopenhauer place music highest among the arts, but he
also believes it to function by a fundamentally different mechanism, for while other arts
(e.g. visual art) achieve their effects by presenting copies of ideas, or the objectivity of
the will, music itself is the objectification of the will, accomplishing this directly without
the presentation of Ideas to the subject.146 As proof of this claim, Schopenhauer appeals
to the immediacy and potency of music’s effects, as well as to the mathematical nature of
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music. While Kant believed mathematic description to be possible of music, he believed
it had nothing to do with its content;147 Schopenhauer, on the other hand, takes a
Pythagorean stance, seeing the arithmetic nature of music as indicative of its depth and
“appearance of…infallibility.”148 Music alone, therefore, possesses the power to present
the “thing-in-itself:”

…music also, since it passes over the Ideas, is entirely independent of the
phenomenal world, ignores it altogether, could to a certain extent exist if
there was no world at all, which cannot be said of the other arts. Music is
as direct an objectification and copy of the whole will as the world itself,
nay, even as the Ideas, whose multiplied manifestation constitutes the
world of individual things. Music is thus by no means like the other arts,
the copy of the Ideas, but the copy of the will itself, whose objectivity the
Ideas are. This is why the effect of music is so much more powerful and
penetrating than that of the other arts, for they speak only of shadows, but
it speaks of the thing itself.149
This soon gives way to a caution: because music expresses the “thing-in-itself,”
any text setting should exist to “clothe it,” not to supersede it.150 Likewise, Schopenhauer
dismisses imitative music—imitations of objects in the phenomenal world are shallow,
and this type of composing does not penetrate to the “thing-in-itself.”151
He then elaborates a lengthy analogy between music and the will, in which the
bass notes represent the “lowest grades of the objectification of the will, unorganized
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nature,” the planet from which all life originates. The harmony inhabiting the space
between the bass and melody corresponds to the animal and plant life, and other “Ideas in
which will objectifies itself.”152 The disjunct motion of the inner voices corresponds to
the disjunct consciousness and lack of a whole self-perception, and the mathematically
irrational intervals imposed by tempered intonation are considered analogous to
individuals within a species.153 However, the melody, continuous and liberated, is
correlative to the human individual:

…in the melody, in the high, singing, principal voice leading the whole
and progressing with unrestrained freedom, in the unbroken significant
connection of one thought from beginning to end representing a whole, I
recognize the highest grade of the objectification of will, the intellectual
life and effort of man. As he alone, because endowed with reason,
constantly looks before and after on the path of his actual life and its
innumerable possibilities, and so achieves a course of life which is
intellectual, and therefore connected as whole; corresponding to this, I say,
the melody has significant intentional connection from beginning to end.
It records, therefore, the history of the intellectually enlightened will. This
will expresses itself in the actual world as the series of its deeds; but
melody says more, it records the most secret history of this intellectuallyenlightened will, pictures every excitement, every effort, feeling, and
which it cannot apprehend further through its abstract concepts. Therefore
it has always been said that music is the language of feeling and of
passion, as words are the language of reason.154

The endless successions of desires and satisfactions are heard in the melody by
means of its constant departures and returns to tonic.155 Furthermore, Schopenhauer
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compares other aspects of life to specific genres: the Allegro maestoso “signifies a
greater, nobler effort towards a more distant end, and its final attainment,” and the adagio
“speaks of the pain of a great and noble effort which despises all trifling happiness.”
Dance music in minor keys “indicate[s] the failure of that trifling happiness which we
ought rather to despise, seems to speak of the attainment of a lower end with toil and
trouble,” and modulation to unrelated keys is like “death, for the individual ends in it; but
the will which appeared in this individual lives after him as before him, appearing in
other individuals, whose consciousness, however has no connection with his.”156
Finally, not only does music exercise a special aesthetic function, but the process
of its composition also has ramification for individual lives. While for the subject, music
“restores to us all the emotions of our inmost nature, but entirely without reality and far
removed from their pain,”157 the composer has a completely different experience. His is
one of suffering, since in the labor of his craft he remains tied to the will. While his
listeners enjoy the world as a “drama full of significance,” a representation (or Idea),
“purely contemplated, or copied by art, free from pain,” the composer enjoys only brief
moments of freedom from will, enduring a life of constant objectification of his own
will.158
All of this does much to prove Schopenhauer’s esteem of music and conviction in
its potential to give both aesthetic pleasure and transcendent relief from suffering, but
what of the sublime? If the sublime involves an aesthetic contemplation of an object
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which is hostile to the will, but music presents the world as representation alone, an
analogous objectification of the will observable during an escape from individual will, is
it possible that music can truly be sublime, if it is “without reality” and “free from pain?”
I postulate that it is; the sublime does not by Schopenhauer’s definition need to involve
pain, or even danger; though it is true that any pain experienced in tragic art is devoid of
the real pain it would incur in real life. This prompts the question, if music is a copy of
the will, can it truly be hostile to a subject’s individual will? One could hypothesize that
in copying the will, by means of the forcefulness of the copy, music’s objectification of
the will could be seen to be mildly hostile to human will. The possibility may be
reserved that music which is in someway hostile may create a sense of the sublime, either
by stark, unrelenting dissonance, spare harmony, the seriousness of a fugue, extremes of
volume and instrumentation, or motives representative of greatness, danger, pain, or
might.
It may be that Schopenhauer would only believe music capable of representing
the sublime, rather than conveying the sublime itself, but this need not pose any problem
for a topic of the sublime. Nevertheless, as with Kant, whether music be sublime or not,
it is a separate question whether a composer seeks to represent Schopenhauer’s sublime
in music, and I therefore turn to consider what musical features may signify it. To take
his guidelines of hostility to will, for music itself to be hostile, some element of sensory
discomfort is necessary—whether from prolonged or accented dissonance, remote
modulations, extreme volume, aggressive motives, uncomfortable timbres (con sordino),
or hostile articulation (accents, marcato). Not only this, but music might seek to
represent a scene that could be seen as sublime, including empty harmonies, lack of
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melody, and anything suggestive of coldness, deprivation, privation, or suffering. Thus,
there is a notable difference between the sublime of Schopenhauer and that of Burke or
late Kant, in which the sublime is connected only to the terrifying, great in size, or
mighty. Cold light against stones is not terrifying, great, or mighty, so Schopenhauer
might be seen to extend the sublime by his use of the “hostility” concept. However, he is
the only one to provide gradations of the sublime, and his last two examples of the
sublime (a storm and deafening tempests) approximate the sublime of Kant and Burke
quite well.
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Influence of the Sublime in the German Sprachraum

The sublime also figures in writings of other philosophers and writers on music,
including Georg Wilhem Friedrich Hegel and Karl Wilhem Friedrich von Schlegel.
Schlegel touches upon the sublime in his On the Study of Greek Poetry, as a “conditioned
maximum,”159 the ultimate goal of “modern” poetry.160 For Schlegel, the sublime as an
unattainable aim of poetry is an answer to the problem of what he describes as a shallow
“decadence” in contemporary poetry. Hegel has a uniquely teleological view of the
sublime, locating it in earlier stages of cultural development (the “symbolic” stage).161
Two other notable mentions of the sublime include the 1761 essay “On the
Sublime and Naïve in the Fine Sciences” by Moses Mendelssohn, the grandfather of
Felix Mendelssohn,162 and E.T.A. Hoffmann’s description of Beethoven’s music as
sublime and “induc[ing] terror, fright, horror and pain.”163 The concept of the sublime
spread through German thought sufficiently enough that by 1834 it could be mentioned
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thirty-two times in the inaugural year of the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik,164 the initial time
coming in the very first issue with regard to Liszt.165
Composers themselves were acquainted with the philosophers; Brahms is known
to have been significantly influenced by Schopenhauer,166 and Beethoven read Kant and
Schlegel.167 As Dmitri Tymoczko notes, Beethoven’s “association with Kant is not as
farfetched as it might initially seem. Beethoven mentioned Kant in one of his
conversation books, writing, ‘the moral law within us and the starry skies above us–
Kant!!!’ These are the two things that, as Kant claimed in the conclusion to the Critique
of Practical Reason, ‘fill the mind with an ever new and increasing sense of the
sublime.’” Beethoven also likely owned Schiller’s complete works, and it was said by a
visitor to Beethoven that he “particularly revered Schiller and Goethe.”168 Liszt was
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known to have been both aware of and resistant to Schopenhauer’s philosophy,169 and
read Schiller in addition to many other works reflecting the sublime, including those by
Goethe (Faust), Victor Hugo, and Lord Byron. In addition, he referred to the
performances of Clara Schumann, writing that “Her talent seems to us like a
personification of the secular oratorio: a Peri yearning for her Paradise, in constant mystic
contemplation of the Sublime, the Beautiful, the Ideal.”170
They were not without critics, however. Franz Liszt was reported by the writer
Adelheid von Schorn to have despised Schopenhauer’s pessimism.171 Wagner had fully
embraced Schopenhauaer’s philosophy of art and liberation from the will, and had a
lengthy correspondence with Liszt, who steadfastly held to his Catholicism in opposition
to Wagner’s atheism.172 The famous music critic Eduard Hanslick was openly opposed
to Schopenhauer and Wagner’s musical aesthetics in favor of a more conservative,
formalist aesthetic of beauty.173 And finally, skepticism had begun even earlier in
England, where by 1803 Jane Austen had satirized in her novel Northanger Abbey the
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gothic sublime of Ann Radcliffe’s popular novel The Mysteries of Udulpho, so that the
sensational excesses of the sublime in popular literature had already become a topic of
some derision.174

Summary

Below I have organized the conceptual development of the sublime aesthetic,
presenting independent categories of the sublime as defined by each philosopher,
delineating overarching concepts and examples. Arrows on the first page indicate
influences on each philosopher. The Burkean sublime is divided into two sections: the
sublime as experienced aurally by his description, and the sublime as signified by all
other means. The first may be truly experienced as Burke’s aural sublime, and the others
may be signified in music, whether or not they are experienced as such. Following is a
diagram of Kant’s sublime in his earlier Observations and his later Critique. All of the
qualities or examples listed are ones that might be musically signified, but have no
necessary bearing on the experience of Kant’s sublime. The same can be said of Schiller
and Schopenhauer, with the exception of the adagio, which he himself mentions,175 and
the musical examples I hypothesize at the bottom of the diagram.
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Burke’s Sublime
Ruling Concept: The Terrible
Subordinate Concepts: Pain, Danger

Kant’s Sublime in Observations
An expansion on the Burkean sublime

The Terrifying
Sublime

The
Magnificent
Sublime

The Noble Sublime
“quiet admiration” (Arguably a
gradation of “terrifying
sublime”)

“dread” and
“melancholy”

beauty “spread over
a “sublime
prospect”

Kant’s Sublime in the third Critique

The Dynamic Sublime

The Mathematical Sublime

“might”

“size”

Schiller’s Sublime
A development of the Kantian sublime

The Dynamic Sublime
The Contemplative
Sublime

The Pathetic
Sublime

A voluntary contemplation
on ordinarily non-aesthetical
topics

An involuntary
sympathetic
experience of
another subject’s
suffering

Schopenhauer’s Sublime
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Ruling concept:
hostility

The Mathematical
Sublime

Chapter 2
Musical Theory and Analysis of the Sublime
Theory of the Musically Sublime
Overview
The second part of this monograph investigates the signification of the sublime,
drawing from semiotic and topic theory and particularly from the writings of Leonard
Ratner, Danuta Mirka, and Raymond Monelle. After proposing a constellatory concept
of the musically sublime using an approximation or aggregation of the texts summarized
in Part I, I will consider the unique position of music among the arts and the pianist
among musicians and examine how these positions relate in significant ways to the
musical sublime. Then I will locate prevalent patterns of signification in music that assist
in signifying the sublime with the use of affects, topics, or other iconic signs.
Throughout, it will be important to maintain a distinction between music as
affording aesthetically sublime experience and as representing sublime qualities or
experience through signification. In the former case, the process of sublime cognition
remains important, and the distinctions between the four philosophers addressed earlier
remain in sharp relief. However, in significations of the sublime, where it is not
necessarily important that the subject experience it as sublime, those procedural
differences recede, and objective qualities and musical parameters become the clear
priority. As the sublime and its accompanying themes figured so strongly and centrally
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in nineteenth-century aesthetics, it is likely to have been present in a great amount of
musical repertoire, regardless of whether music itself creates the subjective experience of
the sublime as defined by Burke, Kant, Schiller, or Schopenhauer.
I will reference music of Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin, Liszt, and others, but with
a special focus on Beethoven and Liszt, as bookends of the development of the 19th
century musical sublime in Western Europe. Beethoven and Brahms, as composers
anchored in the German Sprachraum, were well aware of Kant, Schiller, and
Schopenhauer. In addition, Chopin’s and Liszt’s increasingly pianistic and virtuosic
compositions, whether consciously or not, inhabited a similarly or increasingly sublimeromantic aesthetic.
Examples range from certain of Chopin’s etudes (for example, Op. 25, No. 11 in
A Minor, “Winter Wind”) and his four scherzi and ballades, to Liszt’s obviously sublime
Transcendental Études, his Sonata in B Minor, and numerous pieces on the topic of
death…the list is truly endless. However, my task is not to give an exhaustive treatment
of any of the four composers. Nor is it to prove that these composers sought consciously
and deliberately to signify the sublime. Rather, the sublime aesthetic was one in which
they lived and breathed, and their oeuvres were born and grew into them. My goal is to
show the widespread influence of this aesthetic, from its early musical manifestations in
works of Beethoven to its culmination in the unparalleled and massive virtuosic
repertoire of Liszt, replete in a gothic and religious sublime treated with utmost
seriousness.
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The Nineteenth Century Musical Sublime

The concepts of the sublime as defined in major eighteenth and early nineteenth
century treatises, books, and essays, while differing functionally, share many similarities
that might be grouped by the following types: object, objective quality, and emotional
state.
In the end, a list including the most common objects, objective qualities, and
emotional states associated with the sublime, excluding duplicates, outliers, and Kant’s
“magnificent sublime,” would include the following:

Objective Qualities

Objects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Tragedy (suffering)
Wild nature
Obscured boundaries
The infinite
Sudden sound or silence,
low intermittent sounds
Desolate landscapes
Great height or depth
Destructive natural forces
(storms volcanoes, stormy
oceans)
The cosmos
Overwhelmed senses (esp.
sight and hearing)
Prolonged toil and labor
Moral character/virtue

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greatness
Might
Power
Disorder
Darkness
Coldness
Solitude
Emptiness
Mystery
Indeterminacy
Inscrutability
Hostility
Infiniteness
Wildness
Difficulty
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Emotional States
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Terror
Astonishment
Awe
Respect
Fear
Pain
Threat
Admiration
Dread
Solitude
Seriousness
Anxiety
Delight
Inner
exaltation/transcendence

The above constellatory aggregation of sublime aspects can serve as a rough
guideline for a theory of a sublime affect, topic, or other form of signification. Certainly,
any signification of the sublime would have to include more than merely one of the above
qualities or emotions. Signification of the sublime would necessarily involve iconic
signs (signs resembling the object), symbolic signs (dissimilar signs understood by
custom, like words), or indexical signification of the emotional states and qualities listed
above (signs operating by association with the object or by cause and effect), and it is
highly likely that any music signifying the sublime would contain many of the above
qualities and/or states. The examples are included as a reminder of what the qualities
and/or states may (indexically) signify on the path to sublime signification.
A definition of the sublime is not easily limited to a few concepts, and I will not
attempt to do so here. The diverse categories of sublimity, ranging from terror to
admiration, from the hostile to the indeterminate, and from the infinite to the tragic,
covers a range of gradations between frightening might and moral virtue. However, none
is concerned with happiness, comfort, or charm. There is in common between all of these
states or qualities a complete disinterest in pleasure or feeling good. The sublime is
something that transcends physical desires in favor of spiritual or moral elevation.

Music, Pianists, and the Sublime

Amongst the arts, music is uniquely privileged to defy imaginative perception due
to its non-representationality, as Schopenhauer observes:
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[Music] stands alone, quite cut off from all the other arts. In it we do not
recognise the copy or repetition of any Idea of existence in the world. Yet
it is such a great and exceedingly noble art, its effect on the inmost nature
of man is so powerful, and it is so entirely and deeply understood by him
in his inmost consciousness as a perfectly universal language, the
distinctness of which surpasses even that of the perceptible world itself.176
Schopenhauer notes that music is not representative in the way that we say visual
art is representative, though it may nevertheless be significant. The frequent lack of
overt, iconic imitation (whether text painting or imitative figures, as in the “battle pieces”
Schopenhauer mentions) allows a uniquely contemplative freedom to the subject. In my
opinion, it is partly due to this freedom that music allows such deeply emotional aesthetic
experiences. Burke, too, considers the lack of clear representation in poetry and music
(as opposed to visual art) a boon for the affective strength of its expressions.
As the sublime experience is typically described as requiring imagination,
particularly in the “mathematical” or “theoretical” sublime, music lends itself well to the
inner free play of imagining, as it leaves the eye free. No fixed limit, whether of an
objective border or a picture frame, limits the imagination. The fleeting temporality of
music, too, limits the fixed study that might otherwise allow complete comprehension.
The Kantian “dynamic sublime” is also made uniquely effective by music’s imprecise
expressibility for the same reasons; musically-expressed might knows no imaginative
bounds. In terms of the pathetic sublime, the wedding of music and text in opera and
lieder often provides a powerful amplification or directing of emotional content, as
compared with theatre, oration, or poetic recitation.
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Within the multifaceted discipline of music, the pianist in particular has a
somewhat special role. Solo pianists prepare whole composite works that are to be
interpreted, imagined, analyzed, often memorized, and performed by a single individual.
Here there must be a conceptualization of the whole musical work, with all of its voices,
motives, narrative components, which upon a first listen are often not fully
comprehensible. Even when learned, muscles play more notes and rhythms than are
sequentially recalled, and not all voices can be listened to equally. The pianist too, in
playing virtuosic repertoire, experiences a labor and striving which in performance can be
faced only alone, not to sound overly grandiose. The point is simply that between a
pianist and a score there is a partial mirroring of the subject-object relationships in the
above-mentioned philosophies of the sublime. The attempt to communicate an entire
work of art signifying the sublime becomes itself, by romantic terms, a sublime act. The
audience (the subject) observes the music (the object), which doubles as an object of
sublime difficulty to the second subject, the performer, who is also observed as an object
by the audience sitting in the recital hall.

The Sublime in Affects

It cannot be immediately assumed that the sublime existed as an affect in the
eighteenth century. However, it is certain that writers in nineteeth century Germany
nevertheless occasionally used the word to refer to eighteenth century music. Take, for
example, Fritz Volbach’s words about Bach’s B minor Mass: “The Bach B minor Mass
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soars above like some huge, primitive mountain rock. Its summit is lost in the clouds, in
an infinity of sunlit blue; lonely and sublime, it is unapproachable by any other music.”177
Albert Schweitzer, too, commented about the same: “[t]he salient quality of the B minor
Mass is its wonderful sublimity….The sublime and the intimate do not interpenetrate;
they co-exist side by side; they are separable from each other like the objective and the
subjective in Bach’s piety, and so the B minor Mass is at once Catholic and Protestant,
and in addition as enigmatic and unfathomable as the religious consciousness of its
creator.”178 Nevertheless, as it pertains to this nineteenth century-oriented monograph,
the subject of the sublime as an affect is only relevant insofar as it was later mined
topically, for German music had already begun to move away from the single-affect style
long ago.
It is still worthwhile to consider, given the long historical tradition of composing
single-affect pieces, what music may have been seen as imbued with an affect related to
the sublime, whether that affect be “fear,” “wonder,” or “sorrow”—three of the eight
affects Athanasius Kirchner lists in Musurgia universalis.179 However, it is unlikely that
any attempt to portray a unified affect that might in retrospect be identified as sublime
was fundamentally concerned with the sublime at the time.
Most importantly, one must be aware of established affective correlations to
musical genres and styles of the eighteenth century in order to understand their use in any
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topical signification of the sublime in the nineteenth century. Given Mirka’s
understanding of the relation between affects and topics, it is the single-affect small
pieces of the eighteenth century that provide the food for topical signification in largerscale works like sonatas and concerti.180 Any topical signification of the sublime relies
therefore on previously established associations of sublime qualities with known styles
and genres. These may include styles such as “high,” or “church,”181 due to the
relationship between the mysteries of religious truths and respect, awe, and wonder. It
may also include serious-minded styles and genres as well, such as the sarabande,182 the
“learned style”183 typified by the fugue, and Sturm und Drang, or as the topic was later
relabeled, ombra and tempesta.184 Funeral marches and lament basses, considering their
indexical signification of mortality and death may have signified the affect of “sorrow.”
Funeral marches were used copiously in the Romanic Era—a few examples include the
third movement of Beethoven’s Sonata No. 12 in A Flat Major, Op. 26 (“Marcia funebre
sulla morte d’un Eroe”), the third movement of Chopin’s Sonata in B Flat Minor (“March
funébre: Lento”), Op. 35, and Liszt’s own “March funébre,” which will be examined
more closely below.
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The Topically vs. Nontopically Signified Sublime

The theoretical analyses below will adhere to Mirka’s restrictive definition of a
topic as a musical style taken out of its original context. In her introduction to The
Oxford Handbook of Topic Theory, she returns to a conservative, Ratnerian definition of
topic that excludes merely iconic significations and any signs not relocated from previous
musical conventions.185 In addition, a distinction must be remembered between
signifying the sublime as experienced, and signifying an object that demands sublime
aesthetic contemplation. It is possible that either category may be signified iconically—
musical parameters may indeed bear similarity to powerful storms or to fearful trembling
or expansive, exalted stature.186 However, topical, indexical signification of the sublime
is mostly likely to signify the end emotional state, that is, the experience of the sublime at
any given stage. For example, a tempesta topic indexically signifies fear and threat by
iconically signifying a storm. Thus, the sublime might be signified as a sublime object,
sublime quality, or sublime emotional/aesthetic response. Furthermore, I will treat extramusical signification of the sublime separately, in keeping with Mirka’s restricted topical
definition. Lastly, virtuosity, while not a marked musical style in the topical sense, does
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not fit in the category of extra-musical signification. It is an iconic sign—iconic of
difficulty, and a potential indexical signifier of the sublime.
The question of a sublime topic in piano repertoire has already been considered
before by James Liddle, who proposes that signification of the sublime is accomplished
by using “extreme registers of the instrument” to signify “extremes of magnitude.”187 He
posits that this use of extremes, as a nontraversable maximum or limit, functions as
perhaps the only stable signifier of the sublime. Certainly, reaching an objective limit of
an instrument is a stable sign for as long as that instrument does not further develop.
Though he identifies one such compositional device, I aim to overcome the challenges
other signifiers encounter, namely, that sudden contrasts and climaxes of dynamic and
range in time become too commonplace to be noticeably sublime, posing the problem
that “evocation of the musical sublime is thus frequently reduced to a question of degree,
thereby becoming unquantifiable and subjective, hardly suited to topical signification.”188
In any case, the sublime is not a topic, though other topics may signify it. As
Allanbrook writes:

Perhaps it is not entirely surprising that efforts to pin down
characteristics that might translate these views of the sublime into
recognizable musical topoi have not been particularly fruitful. Topoi have
no place in the Absolute….Musical topoi current in late eighteenthcentury music are signs by virtue of referring to some musical style or
practice in common currency—remarkably precise, delimited expressions
187
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of our common humanity. Unlike these topoi, the sublime does not have
an immediate musical and human referent that is identifiable no matter
what the context…189

My goal is to show the breadth of the sublime aesthetic throughout a great span of
piano repertoire with references to topic and semiotic theory. My aim is not to construct
a monolithic and comprehensive theory of the sublime, but rather to mine the sublime
aesthetic in piano literature of Beethoven and Liszt in order to illustrate its influence
throughout romanticism in ways that could affect score interpretation and preparation for
the performing pianist. I will nevertheless continue to adhere conceptually to Mirka’s
central signification diagrams, as reprinted in Appendix B, which beautifully elucidate
the paths of signification taken by musical parameters (iconic) or topics (iconic, then
indexical) toward affects or social contexts and functions.

Musical Analyses

Ludwig van Beethoven

All of Beethoven’s final three piano sonatas were composed in the 1820s, after
the publication of the major philosophical works addressed in Part I. At this time, the
influence of the sublime aesthetic was well underway in Germany. E.T.A. Hoffman
189
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described in the The Musical Quarterly Beethoven’s instrumental music in terms
permeated with a full-hearted adoption of the sublime aesthetic:

In the same way Beethoven’s instrumental music discloses to us the realm
of the tragic and the illimitable. Glowing beams pierce the deep night of
this realm and we are conscious of gigantic shadows which, alternately
increasing and decreasing, close in on us nearer and nearer, destroying us
but not destroying the pain of endless longing in which is engulfed and
lost every passion aroused by the exulting sounds. And only through this
very pain in which love, hope, and joy, consumed but not destroyed, burst
forth from our hearts in the deep-voiced harmony of all the passions, do
we go on living and become hypnotized seers of visions!190

The above poetic eulogy rings with the philosophical sublime, from Hoffman’s
imagery of shadow and light to his reference to tragedy and the “illimitable,” a linguistic
cousin to the sublime. Through “pain” we live, and humanity survives consumption
unconquerable. Hoffmann continues, addressing the “so-called” virtuosity of
Beethoven’s solo piano works:

Instrumental music must avoid all senseless joking and triviality,
especially where it is intended to be taken as absolute music and not to
serve some definite dramatic purpose. It explores the depths of the soul for
the presentiments of a joy which, nobler and more beautiful than anything
experienced in this narrow world, comes to us from the unknown land; it
inflames in our breasts an inner, rapturous life, a more intense expression
than is possible through words, which are appropriate only to our limited
earthly feelings. This seriousness of all Beethoven's instrumental and
piano music proscribes all those breakneck passages for both hands up and
down the piano, the curious leaps, the laughable capriccios, the skyscraper
notes with five and six ledger line foundations, with which the latest piano
compositions are filled. If it is a question of mere finger facility, the
Master's piano compositions are not difficult, for such scales, trill figures,
190
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etc., as are found in them should be in the fingers of every practiced
pianist; and yet the performance of these compositions is certainly
difficult. Many a so-called virtuoso condemns the Master's piano
compositions adding to the criticism, "Difficult," the reproach, "and most
ineffective!" — The difficulty lies in this, that the proper, unforced,
performance of a Beethoven work requires nothing less than that one shall
thoroughly understand it, shall penetrate into its deepest being, that the
performer conscious of his own consecration to his purpose must dare
boldly to enter into the circle of mystical visions which its powerful magic
calls forth. He who does not feel this consecration, who only considers this
sacred music as an entertainment, as something to pass the time when
there is nothing else to do, as a mere temporary sensuous pleasure for dull
ears, or for the benefit of showing himself off — he should leave this
music alone.191

This disdain for music as “entertainment” is consistent with a sublime disposition,
which is not preoccupied with self-conscious cares, but irresistibly distracted by an
elevated matter which demands all of one’s attention and contemplation.
Others have considered the signification of the sublime in the music of Beethoven.
Tymoczko made the pertinent observation that “‘sublimity’ refers to specific musical
features of Beethoven’s works–the length, the angularity, the dissonance, and so on. At
the same time, however, it refers to the spiritual effect that the music is supposed to
produce in listeners.”192
Jamie Liddle located a sublime topic in Beethoven’s Sonata in E Major, Op. 109.
Though my aim is not the same as his, it is worth noting his identification of a “pianistic
sublime,” a “prototopic” that does not run into the “issue of how much musical excess is
required to suggest the infinite, or to produce shock and awe.” This topic is signified by
“the simultaneous (or near-simultaneous) sounding of the extreme registers of the
191
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instrument.” Not only do the extreme ranges “highlight the limits of human perception,”
but also the limits of the instrument and “music itself.”
Liddle identifies his “pianistic sublime” in the finale of Beethoven’s Sonata No. 31 in
A Flat Major, Op. 110. Here he reads a narrative of topical contrast between an aria, or
Empfindsamkeit topic, and the “learned style,” or a fugue. He reads the second entrance
of the fugue as being colored by the tragedy of the aria, but ultimately triumphing in a
sublime coda. This sublimity he believes to be well prepared by a Kantian conflict
between “emotion and reason,” or to put it in more Kantian terms, “self-preservation”
and “moral law.” He referenced the passage below:

Fig. 1: Beethoven Piano Sonata No. 31 in A Flat Major, Op. 110, III. Adagio ma non
troppo—Allegro ma non troppo, measures 202-213, exhibiting Liddle’s “sublime topic”193
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Here, the “learned style,” or the fugue theme, returns at the coda in a triumphant
rush of sound. Liddle writes,

It is this point in the finale that I argue gestures towards the sublime. The
extremes of register, dynamic and texture create an emergent meaning that
will invariably be correlated with extremes of size and power. This climax
arrives at the limits of music, and in doing so it arrives at the limits of the
finite, the limits of perception. At its height this gesture transgresses the
beautiful completely—the sound produced is pure power, at the limits of
register, dynamic and process. At this point beauty is no longer an
adequate aesthetic to understand the music; we turn towards the sublime
instead.194

As he himself points out, it is not merely use of the extreme ranges of the
keyboard that matter, but also the dynamic, close spacing of the chords, the roaring bass,
sforzandi, and continual upward striving of the fugue theme.
I do not consider this a sublime topic, but a pattern of musical signification iconic
of great magnitude and the unfathomable, and therefore indexical for the sublime. In
fact, without accompanying signifiers, the musical parameters mentioned by Liddle do
not have a consistent function. Take, for example, this ebullient passage from the first
movement, Vivace ma non troppo—Adagio espressivo, a movement which nevertheless
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lacks the scale, gravitas, rigor, tonality, and key to be a signification of the sublime (Fig
2):195

Fig. 2: Beethoven Piano Sonata No. 30 in E Major, Op. 109, I. Vivace ma non troppo—Adagio
espressivo, measures 50-54, Liddle’s “sublime topic” failing to signify the sublime

The entire sonata is on a small scale; the first two movements are comparatively short
and intimate. The first movement does not have a typical sonata-allegro form but a more
fantasy-inflected introspectiveness. That, said, while Liddle locates this “prototopic” in
Op. 110, I also notice the sign in other late sonatas, including the next movement Op.
109, Prestissimo (Fig. 3).196
Here, at a climatic moment toward the end of the first part of the scherzo, both the
scalar and the octave motives begin in the middle-low register and expand, covering a
range of five octaves. This Prestissimo scherzo, though short, does not live up to its
Italian translation (“joke”). It might have seemed an unlikely vehicle for the sublime, if
not for the ongoing evolution of the scherzo into its own large-scale form during the
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nineteenth century (for example, the virtuosic stand-alone scherzi of Chopin, the scherzo
in Brahms’ Piano Quintet in F Minor, or the scherzo (Sehr schnell) in Bruckner’s seventh
symphony.

Fig. 3: Beethoven, Op. 109, II. Presstisimo, measures 57-68, Liddle’s “sublime topic” in a sublime
context

Consider also the third movement, a theme and variations, of which the theme is
excerpted below. This theme would fit perfectly into Burke’s “beautiful,” with its
rounded phrases, gradual variation (melodic contouring), “smallness,” and Beethoven’s
expressive directions: “gesangvoll mit innigster Empfindung.” Here is the “singing
topic,” “the basis whereby a melody becomes the language of emotion, which is
comprehensible to every person.”197 Certainly, “comprehensibility” does not play a part
in signifying the sublime.
However, the sixth variation (Fig. 5) soon begins to speak of something beyond
beauty. In contrast to the other variations, this one is in continual variation within itself.
The variation begins well within the cantabile style. However, after only two measures it
is transposed up an octave simultaneously with a meter change from 3$ to 6*. After only
197
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Fig. 4: Beethoven, Op. 109, III. Gesangvoll mit innigster Empfindung. Andante molto
cantabile ed espressivo, measures 1-16, cantabile theme

one more measure the rhythmic figuration of the inner voices is augmented, and the
melody suddenly soars up above the original theme. This rhythmic augmentation
continues fewer than two bars later, like a quickening pulse, though the melody drops
register abruptly into the inner voices, where it is broken by two-note, sigh-like slurs in
suppressed, breathless anticipation.
The next change of texture involves a leap—the melody again abruptly rockets above
dominant pedal trills in the inner voices to the upper voice—in fact, it doesn’t rocket,
because it there is no observable rising path; it is, scientifically-speaking this time, a
sublimation (Fig. 6).198 Even this is not the climax: four bars later, the theme breaks out
in complete freedom into wave upon wave of ecstatic arpeggios (Fig. 7). It is
magnificent disorder—a glorious, lavish outpouring of beauty, or the magnificent
sublime.
Even now, the treasures are not yet spent; the pattern of arpeggios breaks for a scalar
rush, ushering in profuse and effusive passagework under an unceasing dominant trill
198
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from which springs regular offbeat counterpoint chimes in the treble (Fig. 8). This is the
final variation within the variation, and in the end, it subsides into a return of the
cantabile theme (Fig. 9).

Fig. 5: Beethoven, Op. 109, Mvt. III, measures 153-161, sixth variation

Fig. 6: Beethoven, Op. 109, Mvt. III, measures 162-168, sixth variation
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Fig. 7: Beethoven, Op. 109, Mvt. III, measures 169-172, sixth variation

Fig. 8: Beethoven Sonata No. 30 in E Major, Op. 109, Mvt. III, measures 175-178, sixth
variation

Fig. 9: Beethoven Sonata No. 30 in E Major, Op. 109, Mvt. III, measures 184-189, sixth
variation
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If this signification seems unlikely to qualify for the sublime because of a lack of
terror, we do well to remember that Beethoven was likely most influenced by Kant and
Schiller. Kant’s sublime is less concerned with terror than Burke; his categories of the
noble and magnificent sublime, as well as the mathematical sublime, are much more
concerned with limits of imaginative perception than terror. Liddle would no doubt
agree; he writes, “In contrast to the Burkean overtones of such Romantic instances of this
topic, I would suggest that earlier manifestations in the music of Beethoven center on the
Kantian sublime; they signify not the sublime terror of Burke, but the transcendental
apprehension that is the locus of Kant’s conception.”199 It is also apt to conjecture that
Beethoven may have been significantly influenced by Schiller’s sublime, if Schultz’s
words about his affinity for Schiller are true. The final variation of the movement seems
to encapsulate ultimate freedom, especially on the heels of the fiery Prestissimo.
Beethoven’s Sonata in C, Op. 111 seems to function partly as an amplification of the
contrast between the second and third movements of Op. 109. This, Beethoven’s final
sonata, is remarkable for consisting of only two starkly contrasting movements. The first
movement is tempestuous, opening with severe, dissonant leaps in a low register (Fig.
10).200 Here, markers of the sublime appear immediately in many musical parameters,
including the foreboding and serious key of C minor, several sforzandi, fully diminished
seventh chords (“darkened” harmonies), accented weak beats, restless dynamics, and
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roaring arpeggiated figures. The music seems fraught with peril, pain, and hostility.

Fig. 10: Beethoven, Piano Sonata No. 32 in C, Op. 111, I: Maestoso—Allegro con brio ed
appassionato, measures 1-5

The first theme, prepared by a rumble in the bass, has the seriousness of a fugue
subject, but does not give way to a fugue, rather an accelerating unraveling. The
character is stern and unforgiving.

Fig. 11: Beethoven, Op. 111, Mvt. I, measures 17-24
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This ultimately culminates in a passage bearing similarities to Liddle’s “topic,”
including dramatic, polar swings between treble and bass (Fig. 12). However, unlike his
sign, these are not simultaneous use of the high and low registers. Truly, the melodic
voice is dangerously swinging, swinging so dramatically as to almost break. When it
returns in the recapitulation, the swing widens by major sixth (Fig. 13):

Fig. 12: Beethoven, Op. 111, Mvt. I, measures 45-51

Fig. 13: Beethoven, Op. 111, Mvt. I, measures 112-117

The second theme is quite brief, and its major key is inhabited for a surprisingly
short amount of time. The development is dominated by the character and motives of the
83

first theme, so that the entire movement is permeated by this one affective state. In the
end, just before the coda, there is finally a break (Fig. 14), reminiscent of Schopenhauer’s
“forcible breaking away.” Maybe the threat has at last hit its target. In any case, the
feverish, restless energy at last subsides into a fitful bass below a placating chorale-like
melody.
As much as the first movement is an expression of terror, danger, and pain, the
second seems a blissful expression of transcendent freedom. Thus, the two movements
could function as representations of Kant’s two motions of the soul, or as Schiller’s
contemplation of and then liberation from death. That is, this sonata could be

Fig. 14: Beethoven, Op. 111, Mvt. I, measures 146-158

said to indexically signify both qualities of the sublime object (the first movement) as
well as the full experience of the sublime (with both movements taken together). Like
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the third movement of Op. 109, the second movement of Op. 111 is a theme and
variations also bearing the cantabile topic (Fig. 15). It is indexical of simplicity, peace,
and tenderness, and ultimately, the beautiful. However, two factors already hint at
something beyond the beautiful: the unusually slow tempo (Adagio molto—though
modern performance tradition may well be exaggerating the adagio, given the 9!^ meter),
and the wide divergence of soprano and bass in the fifth and sixth bars, possibly
indicating in this rising and expansion a sense of liberation or transcendence.
The variations also promote a sense of freedom, each subsequent variation
quickening the rhythmic division (admittedly not uncommon in variations), leading up to
this third variation (Fig. 16), consisting of an exuberant rhythmic figure that bounds and
leaps up and down the keyboard, the leaps and quick traversing of register seeming to
signify unbridled energy and joy.
The subsequent variation also contains a variation within itself: resolving
suspensions within triads gently pulse on offbeats above a tremolo bass (Fig. 17), both
signifying growing, if suppressed, excitement. These are followed by the inner variation
of a leggiermente theme in the opposite register—a mostly diatonic, sinewy, dappled line
sparkles above a pedal point. Notably, it is the bass that enters first, then treble—as
though it is transcending the bass.
Eventually, the 8-by-8-bar structure of the variation disintegrates, ebbing out into
unrestrained freedom (Fig. 18). A fantasia topic enters the scene, with its typical
arpeggiated figures elaborating simplified harmonies. This seems to metamorphose into
a cadenza-topic; though measured, and not notated as a cadenza, the cadential preparation
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Fig. 15: Beethoven, Op. 111, III. Arietta. Adagio molto semplice e cantabile, measures 1-16,
theme

Fig. 16: Beethoven, Op. 111, Mvt. III, measures 48-51

Fig. 17: Beethoven, Op. 111, Mvt. III, measures 88-91
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of the second bar of the “fantasia” harmonically sets up this passage in a similar fashion,
leading to a return of the theme in the cadenza style, fragmenting and cadencing with a
timeless, introspective air. This effect is enabled by the molto adagio tempo and inner
voice trill, not to mention the harmonic subversion after the pianissimo. However, these
trills do not lead into the main theme like a cadenza might; rather, they climb ever higher
chromatically before reaching a plateau on the D-E flat trill after the same expansive
broken triad figure mentioned earlier, now transposed up a heavenly third. At this
moment, temporality seems completely suspended (though it may not appear that way in
the score—notation of course does not always give an impression of tempo).

Fig. 18: Beethoven, Op. 111, Mvt. III, measures 104-120
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Fig. 19: Beethoven, Op. 111, Mvt. III, measures 129-132

A mournful return to temporality follows, as the melody, fragmented and
uncertain, wanders through and is turned away from several keys before the tonic is seen.
Musically speaking, the tonic is truly seen before it is experienced. The texture changes
with the harmonic anticipation of C major to create the impression that the destination
has been noticed. The theme returns, more effusive than ever. A bass figure rolls
repeatedly from the bottom up, continually accumulating energy, the middle voice
coasting and ebbing on its waves (Fig. 19). Even this theme, however, glides into
timelessness once again (Fig. 20), flitting to a trill on a high G before the theme returns in
the middle voice above a tremulous accompaniment.
This is the last return to the theme, which then runs into a coda, though even the
coda cannot be uninterrupted by a final temporal suspension, this time by a duet of runs,
their lack of undergirding signifying floating or flying (Fig. 21). They climb higher and
higher until they reach the highest note struck in the entire sonata, and then coast
effortlessly down. The opening dyad reappears in a somber, aged glory, signified by a
deliberative unrushed ease and largess, ending in tender intervallic inversions of the
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Fig. 20: Beethoven, Op. 111, Mvt. III, measures 159-165

Fig. 21: Beethoven, Op. 111, Mvt. III, measures 172-177
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same. This is perhaps most remarkable of all. The severe downward leap of the first
movement, dissonant and sharp, had been replaced at the start of the second movement
with a cantabile upbeat—also a descending figure, but rounded, legato, and major.
However, by the end of the second movement, and only at the end, this, too, is
transcended—the sublime severity of the first movement finally, ultimately, softened into
a restful gesture which gently rocks upward. In a way, Beethoven’s final sonata (and one
of his last works for piano) concludes in a child-like state, given a lullaby before falling
asleep for the last time. The subject, whether in the audience, or imagined in the
narrative, may now sleep, having faced death and earned ultimate freedom.
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Franz Liszt

Finally, I turn to Franz Liszt (1811-1886), the composer who might be seen to
take the nineteenth century pianistic sublime to its ultimate, final culmination. There are
far too many works to even come close to a full list of candidates for the sublime.
Examples include “Orage” and “Vallée d’Obermann” from Années de pèlerinage I, S.160
(1855), the former, “Storm,” a depiction of the same, with an appended quote from Lord
Byron’s poem about a wandering, discontented noble (“Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage”),
and the latter a piece portraying the narrative of Étienne Pivert de Senancour’s novel
Obermann, a series of letters from Obermann, a restless young man trying to find order
and purpose by fleeing his family to the mountains of Switzerland, but finding nature as
well as friendship and love, unfulfilling and disappointing.201 Interestingly, both tell
semi-autobiographical tales of frustrated geniuses experiencing disillusionment with the
gap between Romanic ideals and reality.202 Other examples include Liszt’s Stabat Mater,
S. 172.b (1847), “Funerailles” from Harmonies Poétiques et Religieuses III, S. 173
(1849), Études d’exécution transcendante (1852), particularly “Mazeppa,” “Eroica,” and
“Chasse-neige,” his Piano Sonata in B Minor (1854), “Après une lecture de Dante:
Fantasia Quasi Sonata” from Années de pèlerinage II, S.161 (1858), “St. François de
Paule marchant sur les flots,” (St. Francis of Paola walking on the waves) from Deux
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légendes, S.175 (1863), “Marche funèbre, En mémoire de Maximilian I, Empereur du
Mexique” in F minor (1867) from Années de pèlerinage III, S.163 (1883), his Mephisto
Waltzes (the third of four completed by 1883, the fourth unfinished), and countless
others.
A theme that figures very prominently in Liszt’s music is that of death. Many of
his works, both secular and sacred, are programmatically tied to tragedy and death, even
up to Trauervorspiel und Trauermarsch, S.206, written a year before his own death. In
addition, other recurrent sublime themes include his Paganini-like diabolical virtuosity,
depictions of sublimity in nature, and pieces on sacred topics that tread into what might
be called the “religious sublime.”203 Following is an analysis of “Mazeppa,” representing
the natural sublime, as well as contrasting sketches of the sublime in excerpts from
“Funeraille,” and “Marche funébre,” two in memoriam works from Liszt’s middle and
late compositional periods.
Liszt’s Transcendental Études were published in 1852 after a long germination,
following two revisions from previous versions: the Grandes études of 1837 (S. 137) and
the even earlier, nascent Étude en douze exercises of 1826 (S. 136). The first set of
etudes (Grandes études) did not present anything near the virtuosic challenges of
subsequent revisions. The fourth etude did not receive the appellation “Mazeppa” until
the final edition, and in its earliest version was comprised of only two pages without a
second theme. The development of the etude in time hints at what elements arrived in
direct connection with the Mazeppa narrative. An example of the much more facile
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Other examples of the aforementioned themes include Brahms’s Variations on a Theme of Paganini,
Op. 35, the second movement of Scriabin’s Sonata-Fantasy No. 2 Op.19 depicting a stormy sea, or Liszt’s
own Stabat Mater.
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opening theme of “Mazeppa” from the 1826 version is provided below:204

Fig. 22: Liszt, Étude No. 4 in D Minor from Étude en douze exercises, measures 1-6

Eleven years later, the next version in Grandes études involved a massive
revision. Still absolute instrumental music for lack of a characteristic title, the original
Allegretto tempo marking was now altered to Allegro patetico, which could be said to
carry with it an element of the sublime: the pathetic, and therefore the tragic.
Interestingly, the pathetic affect preceded the narrative attachment. In this version all the
themes in the later “Mazeppa” were added, though with slightly different, and still
slightly easier, figurations. Some examples are provided below.205
In the final version of the etudes published in 1852, the fourth etude received an
introduction and the difficulty of its figurations received alterations increased markedly.
Most significantly, the etude received the programmatic designation “Mazeppa.”
Mazeppa was the central historical character in a legend about Stepanovych Mazeppa, a
Polish-born military leader in Ukraine, who according to legend, had an affair with a
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Liszt, Franz. “Étude En Douze Exercices, S.136.” In Musikalische Werke. Serie II (Pianofortewerke),
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member of the royal family, Madame Falbowska, and was found out. His sentence was

Fig. 23: First themes from Liszt’s Étude No. 4 in D Minor from Grandes études, measures 12, 25-26

Fig. 24: Second Themes from Liszt’s Étude No. 4 in D Minor from Grandes études, measures
57-58, 74-75

Fig. 25: Reprise of first themes in Liszt’s Étude No. 4 in D Minor from Grandes études,
measures 107-108, 128-129

to be bound naked to a wild horse which was then set loose and eventually rode him back
to Ukraine, where he was freed by a Cossack maid and made leader of the Cossacks.
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The tale was greatly popularized with the publication of Lord Byron’s poem of the same
name, inspiring Victor Hugo to write a poetic depiction which was later printed in the
score of Liszt’s “Mazeppa.” See the final stanza below:

He cries out with terror, in agony gasping,
Yet ever the neck of his hippogriff clasping,
They heavenward spring;
Each leap that he takes with fresh woe is attended;
He totters—falls lifeless—the struggle is ended—
We hail him then king!206

“Mazeppa” includes countless markers for the sublime, not only in the music, but
in the recognizable poetic narrative itself. In this etude the objective and the subjective
sublime coexist. One object, the wild, unbridled horse, is intended to bear Mazeppa to
his death. He is powerful, majestic, a steed (i.e. masculine), galloping through chaotic,
hostile nature. The other, the hero, faces death, but is delivered at the last moment. The
subject, on the other hand, contemplates the poetic or musical narrative aesthetically—he
is not under threat, but observes through sympathy Mazeppa’s fear and pain, as well as
the wild, hostile the hostile horse. The “Mazeppa” etude begins with a dramatic
unleashing of power in full rolled chords (Fig. 26).207 Ben Arnold hypothesizes that the
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Fig. 26: Programmatic opening of Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,”
measures 1-6
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opening chord of Liszt’s symphonic poem (a transcription and adaptation of the etude)
represents the crack of a whip.208 It doesn’t seem unreasonable to hear the etude’s
opening in the same way. The following cadenza gathers energy and intensity with each
incrementally ascending rumbling, finally winding up enough momentum to break out
furiously in the top register, then crashing down with full speed, arriving at the main
theme (Fig. 27). Given the descriptions in Lord Byron’s poem of the wild horse, it seems
that these restless, intensifying rotations may resemble the tossing of a horse’s head, or
agitated circling, pacing, or bucking caused by the initial fury at being strapped with a
human body. The main theme iconically signifies the racing horse—the raucous thirds
passages rushing chromatically forward signify speed and urgency, the fleeting
dissonances of chromaticism iconically signifying pain. The proud, strident melody
signifies royal status and pride, either of the horse or Mazeppa—it isn’t possible to know.
Interestingly, there is no particularly equestrian signification happening, although the
dotted rhythms might be imagined to retain some remnant of rhythms associated with
horse riding.
Toward the end of the theme, an upward rush supported by a clinging chromatic
line breaks away, as if the horse has broken his journey in a frustrated or restless
diversion (Fig. 28). The subsequent virtuosic octave passagework resembles the scalar
passagework in the introduction, winding up one attempt at a time to a towering height
before a cataclysmic descent (Fig. 29). Like the introduction, this also ushers in the main
theme, this time imbued with the horse topic—the chromatic third figure is in triplets, and
the anticipatory bass notes create an impression of a dotted rhythm within a 6* meter (Fig.
208
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Fig. 27: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 7-10

Fig. 28: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 21-26
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Fig. 29: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 27-30

Fig. 30: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 31-36

Fig. 31: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 55-56
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Fig. 32: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 62-70

Fig. 33: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 55-62

Fig. 34: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 92-98
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30).209 When the theme is interrupted by the chromatic triplet figure, this time it
dashes downward rather than upward (Fig. 31). Another passage of tempestuous
passagework precedes the entrance of the second theme.
The second theme, a B-flat major transformation of the first, seems not only to
adopt different musical character, but also to represent another agent in the narrative (Fig.
32). The racing of the horse fades into the background against the noble, stately second
theme. Its dotted rhythms, supported by large, leisurely-rolled chords and a 4$ meter, are
indexical of pride and pomp—a national hymn or a military song. The melodic leap,
previously a fifth, is here modified to a wistful and poignant diminished seventh. The
leaps of the following phrase are exalted, modulating to F, then to D-flat and C minor.
The repetition of the second theme, however, loses the marcato designation and
introduces whispering, chromatic breezes (Fig. 33). It is sensuous, and almost seductive.
Yet this chromatic motive is soon transformed—the noble version of the second theme
reappears in a tenor voice, and the chromaticism begins to turn resolute in descending
chromatic 6-4 chords (Fig. 34), before the severe octave passage returns again, gathering
up energy until the theme returns in all its power (Fig. 35).
At the return of the theme, the long-implied 6* meter becomes realized. The horse
rhythm is not hinted at any longer—it is arrived. The subsequent repetition of the main
theme is compressed into a 2$ meter, as the show of virtuosity continues (Fig. 36).
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Fig. 35: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 114-116

Fig. 36: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 136-139

However, the tale is not yet finished—the music comes to a halt, and a series of
recitative-like, sighing, languishing gestures are uttered (Fig. 37). The line breaks,
allowing lengthy pauses, calling into question whether the hero is still alive (Fig. 38).
Doubt is allayed, however: a dramatic chromatic cascade announces that Mazeppa has
survived, and a triumphant D major coda confirms his survival, triumph, and quasicoronation (Fig. 39).

Fig. 37: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 175-177
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Fig. 38: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 184-188

Fig. 39: Liszt’s Transcendental Étude No. 4, “Mazeppa,” measures 198-201

In the versions of Lord Byron, Victor Hugo, and Liszt, the Mazeppa legend is a
tale of the natural sublime—the horse and the territories it travels through are wild,
untamed, and perilous. Not only this, but the subject is made to sympathize with a hero
condemned to death—for Schiller, the ultimate test.
The natural sublime also appears, as mentioned before, in “Orage,” Liszt’s
depiction of a storm, and in his much later “St. François de Paule marchant sur les flots,”
wherein St. Francis of Paola crosses over “heaving ocean waves” on his cloak, after being
turned away from a boat, as seen in the motive below:210
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Fig. 40: Liszt’s “St. François de Paule marchant sur les flots,” from Deux légendes, S.175,
measure 42 211

In contrast to the natural sublime, the “gothic sublime,” encompassing the
macabre and the diabolic, was a pervasive influence on Liszt. Of his many works
composed with this aesthetic, two were written in memory of real events. The first,
“Funerailles,” was written in 1849 as an elegy to the failed Hungarian Revolution of
1848. “Marche Funébre,” published years later in 1867, was written as a response to the
failed attempt of Maximilian I to conquer Mexico on behalf of France ending in his
execution in Mexico.
The opening of “Funerailles” is announced by a somber march step covering the
span of an ninth from D flat downward to C (Fig. 41).212 The tragic key of F minor is not
immediately perceptible. Soon, tonal perspective enters with dissonant, belabored sighs.
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The sublime of “Funerailles” fits an earlier paradigmatic romanticism—an elegy to the
revolt, it includes a downtrodden, melodic lament bass (Fig. 43), beautiful elegiac

Fig. 41: Opening of Liszt’s “Funerailles,” from Harmonies Poétiques et Religieuses III, S.
173, measures 1-3

Fig. 42: Opening of Liszt’s “Marche funébre,” from Années de pèlerinage III, S.163,
measures 1-4

Fig. 43: Liszt, “Funerailles,” lament bass in measures 24-25

Fig. 44: Liszt, “Funerailles,” nocturne-like theme in measures 56-59
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Fig. 45: Liszt, “Funerailles,” triumphant march in measures 109-116

Fig. 46: Liszt, “Marche funébre,” measures 17-22

Fig 47: Liszt, “Marche funébre,” measures 44-58
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Fig. 48: Liszt, “Marche funébre,” measures 68-78

Fig. 49: Liszt, “Marche funébre,” measures 88-91

Fig. 50: Liszt, “Marche funébre,” measures 112-127
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a theme reminiscent of Chopin nocturnes (Fig. 44), a triumphant march (Fig. 45), and an
ultimately tragic ending. Hence, while filled with tragedy, pain, and dread, it is also
exalted and hopeful. Fear is framed in a type of war hero stoicism.
The opening of “Marche funébre,” on the other hand, is somewhat different,
despite the similarities of meter and key (Fig. 42).213 Immediately sounds a startling and
jarring chord composed of an octave and a diminished seventh. Not only is the key
unclear, but also the meter. A trill appears with the third chord, in a register not chosen
for its clarity. While the Adagio of “Funerailles” was mournful, the Andante seems
terrifying. These differences epitomize some general developments in Liszt’s later years:
more daring experimentations of harmony and form, greater economy of means, and as
the march demonstrates, abbreviation of compositional scale. Brillenburg Wurth notices
Liszt’s aural transgressivity, writing:

Not simply opposed but rather precisely implicated within this sublime of
awe and wonder—cunningly staged—is, however, another sublime
dimension in relation to Liszt. Performance, especially virtuoso
performance, relies on sound effects, and it is in the peculiar production of
these sound effects that a sublime of immanence, rather than
transcendence, can announce itself. If the virtuoso as performer embodied
something uncannily in between man and machine, there is, in Liszt’s
piano music, also a sonic uncanniness that defies aural resolution—even
though a familiar form of variation and development is still there to couch
the rupture.214
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“March funébre” ventures out of the terrifying and into complete hostility, from
jarring chords to a head theme revolving torturously in octaves around a minor third
above a similar figure in the bass revolving around a different minor third at twice the
rate (Fig. 46). It is dissonant, permeated with the sense of a confused grief. However,
the tragic does not triumph in this march. Eventually the head theme is followed by a
lone hopeful voice, soon joined by a chorale and the pastoral topic (Fig. 47; notice the
downward pentatonic major slur from the G-sharp). This melody is then intensified in
the recitative, strengthened and melodically stoic with its accents, bass punctuation, and
darker harmony (Fig. 47). The lamenting bass is transformed into a mysteriously rising
melody over an F-sharp minor tremolo, ultimately to descend painfully a final time,
ending in spare, hollow, earth-shaking tremolos. Ultimately, however, the hopeful
triumphs over the tragic. Abruptly, a triumphant horn-like call sweeps in, followed by a
grandiose, bombastic chordal coda in F-sharp Major. Here, to recall Schopenhauer’s
metaphor of modulation, the new key dramatically transcends the death of the previous
key (Fig. 48).
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CHAPTER 3
CONCLUSION

While Liszt’s “Marche funébre” ends in the transcendent, later he would write
another piece on the same topic, Trauervorspiel und Trauermarsch, and this work would
not conclude with aspiring hope, but decisive tragedy. In a way, Liszt’s death a year later
as a virtuosic genius frequently living a life of religious seclusion in a Franciscan
monastery outside Rome was from an outside view as sublime a closure as one might
imagine. On the other hand, given the prevalence of the theme of mortality in his later
works, one might hold to a more Schopenhauerian view of Liszt, detached from aesthetic
freedom and chained to his own suffering, bearing the burden of a genius laboring to
represent or communicate in art the “world as idea.”
Whichever view, it is clear that between the composition of Beethoven’s and
Liszt’s final works for piano, a dramatic metamorphosis in the musical expression of the
sublime had occurred. From Beethoven’s late classical expressions of stormy terror
followed by freedom and triumph (per aspera ad astra) to Liszt’s romantic depictions of
the natural sublime and gothic fascination with the theme of mortality, spans a period of
less than fifty years which nevertheless was lengthy enough to encompass a massive
expansion of the recognized technical capacities of the pianist and sonorous possibilities
of the piano. Though Liszt may not have shared Schopenhauer’s pessimistic worldview,
both shared a great optimism about the power of musical expression and the worth of the
sublime.
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In fact, the question of the worth of the sublime was often considered by
philosophers; the sublime was seen as a means to discovery—whether of an unbounded
inner rationality, an ultimate freedom in life, or an ultimate freedom from the selfconsciousness of daily living. In all cases, the experience of the sublime was something
inherently valued, the contemplation of external greatness unexpectedly providing a way
to internalization or incorporation. In being overwhelmed, the powerless subject
ultimately gained something critical which mere beauty could not offer. Not tame
beauty, but something other, greater, mightier, or wilder, could put the subject in a
delightful position of vulnerability, awe, and transcendence. However, the externality of
the otherness was destined to become to some extent internalized in the process of
experience—the discovery of extrinsic greatness enabled the discovery of previously
unknown intrinsic greatness. Music was therefore one of many aesthetic means to
unlocking, gaining, or fulfilling a meaningful part of the subject’s humanity that was seen
as otherwise inaccessible, leading to an interesting paradox: the subject does not live
sufficiently until he finds himself insufficient.
In closing, it seems fitting to include a final poem from Friedrich Schlegel which
encapsulates and synthesizes many of the prevalent themes throughout this discourse: the
natural sublime, the religious sublime, the “power of thought,” the suffering of the life in
the will, pleasure out of pain, and attainment of freedom through fear.215
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Text slighty altered by Franz Schubert, as mentioned by Lisa Feurzeig, whose translation is printed here.
Lisa Feurzeig, Schubert's Lieder and the Philosophy of Early German Romanticism, Google Books(Oxford:
Routledge, 2014), 168, https://books.google.no/books?id=F8DeCwAAQBAJ&dq=Wind rustling, God’s
wings, Deep in the cool forest night; Like the hero, into&hl=no&source=gbs_navlinks_s.
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“In the Forest”
Friedrich von Schlegel
Wind’s rustling, God’s wings,
Deep in the cool forest night;
Like the hero, into the stirrups
Vaults the power of thought.
As the old firs toss,
We hear the roaring waves of spirit.
Glorious is the flames’ sparkling
In the splendid red dawn,
Or those that moisten the field,
Flashes, often pregnant with death,
Quickly the flame flashes and flares,
As though called upward to God.
Eternal murmur of gentle springs
Conjures blossoms out of pain;
Sorrow, but in gentle waves
Beats, alluring, on our hearts;
The spirit is pulled downward, far away,
Which attract us, through the waves.
Life’s urge out of the shell,
Battle of savage, strong instincts,
Becomes the most beautiful love-fullness
Stilled by the breath of spirit.
The wafting of creative airs
Is felt moving through the soul.
Wind’s rustling, God’s wings,
Deep in the dark forest night;
All reigns released,
Vaults the power of thought,
Hearing without fear as through the air
The song of spirits rushes.
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APPENDIX A
TIMELINE OF SIGNIFICANT WRITINGS ON THE SUBLIME
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APPENDIX B
DANUTA MIRKA’S TABLES
1. Table showing the relationships between topics, affects, styles, and genres, social
context, and musical means of signification.216

2) Table showing the types of imitative signification, considered as nontopical
signification.217
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Mirka, Oxford Handbook, 31.
Ibid., 36.
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